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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Study has been prepared in the context of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and
is intended to review and provide an appropriate policy response to the existing employment land
stock and give clear guidance on what provision for new employment sites might be made on the
Island.
Prior to this report the Core Strategy set an employment growth target of 7,550 additional jobs for
the period up to 2027. To do this it identifies a need to deliver at least 42 hectares of new economic
development land to be delivered over the plan period, primarily within the Key Regeneration Areas
and the Smaller Regeneration Areas.
Local Economy
The Isle of Wight is a unique economy with viability challenges resulting from major infrastructure
and physical barriers, precluding it from many of the markets it seeks to service and gain
employment from. As a result we see significant self-containment of both jobs and workforce.
The Isle of Wight is a £2.1 billion economy. The size of the local economy, measured using GVA at
current basis prices, has grown by above the growth achieved across the nation, albeit from a much
lower base.
The Business Register and Employment Survey suggests employment on the Island in 2013 was
50,900 jobs of which there are 48,000 employees. The number of workforce jobs has increased by
almost 5,000 jobs since 2000. This equates to a growth of 9%.
Looking at the makeup of the local economy it is clear that the Island has a significant reliance on
public sector jobs as well as service based and hospitality related employment.

The latter in

particular has a high level of jobs which are low paid, seasonal and have a high proportion of part
time jobs.
The high percentage of jobs in the public sector usually reflects a weak or underperforming private
sector. This is likely to be the case in the Isle of Wight due to the physical separation from the wider
national and regional markets making it more expensive to get products to the market.
A number of the major sectors are also linked to consumer and population demand. These include
the retail and public sectors.

From an economic perspective these sectors are not ‘wealth

generators’.

GL Hearn
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Employment Base
Economic Activity Rates on the Island (76.7% of 16-64 year olds) are lower than those in the Solent
LEP area (78.6%), the South East (79.9%) and those for England (77.5%). Current unemployment
rates on the Island are significantly higher, at 8.6% of 16-65 year olds, than the wider comparators,
particularly the Solent LEP area (4.7%) and the South East (4.9%).
The Islands age structure also has a high percentage of retirement age population. Coupled with
low levels of employment (a factor of a seasonal economy) the Island has a high dependency rate
compared to the wider region.
The separation of the Island not just precludes market activity but also the ability for residents to
access further education. As a result the Island has a relatively low skilled population, which itself
has resulted in lower paid, unskilled employment (such as those in the hospitality industry which are
also seasonal) being more prevalent on the Island.
The Local Commercial Property Market
The Island’s office market is localised and small scale. It is particularly focused in Newport. The
demand profile is focused towards small to medium enterprises (SME) that require units of up to
1000 sq ft (93 sq m). Of those known the average annual take up is of office floorspace has been
4908 sq ft (456 sq m).
A high percentage of the office stock is second hand and poor quality. However the rental levels
being achieved on the Island are such that new build development (without government or LEP
incentives) are not viable.
The Island’s industrial market is also small and largely caters for the local market.

The average

annual take up is of industrial floorspace has been 70,601 sq ft (6,559 sq m). Demand has largely
been for units of up to 3000 sq ft (279 sq m) but focused towards 500-1000 sq ft (46 – 93 sq m) to
cater for SME demand.
There is a low rate of available floorspace and agents report particular gaps in supply at Ryde and
Lake. However, rental values are such that any new build development of industrial floorspace is
not currently viable.

Viability could be achieved in Newport (where rents are higher) and/or

elsewhere on the Island with a proactive public sector role.
Needs Analysis
Based on the OE model, we have forecast a net increase of 3,100 new jobs on the Isle of Wight
over the period 2011-2036. This is considerably lower than the 7550 job growth expected in the
Core Strategy. Using density multipliers for each use class the level of job growth translates to an
overall net surplus floorspace of 4,480 sq m for all B Class uses.
GL Hearn
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In translating this this into employment land we have used a standard plot ratios. In the longer term
this results in a need for around 5 ha of employment land for offices and a loss of around 6.5 ha of
industrial land (including a net requirement for 2 ha of warehousing).
However, these are net changes and do not take account demand for commercial floorspace from
companies which are moving premises for other reasons, be this expansion, the end of a lease etc.
In identifying how much land to allocate for employment development, we would expect some
‘recycling’ of employment land with losses of poor quality sites which do not meet market
requirements. We have therefore sought to consider trends in take up in employment floorspace in
order to consider an appropriate level in floorspace demand as a result of churn.
We would seek to quantify the margin looking at historic trends in take up in the more buoyant
period. While not all of this has been for new build development an optimistic approach would be
suggest that going forward the majority will involve some new space being occupied. In identifying
what additional land may be needed for B-class use, there are a number of further considerations:
• Expected losses of land/floorspace, particularly on poorer quality sites or through office to
residential conversions (which is now permitted development);
• Qualitative considerations, including the specific locational or land requirements of specific
sectors (for example, the marine sector particularly comes to mind);
• The case for providing some form of contingency to provide a choice of sites or flexibility to
ensure supply is not unduly restricted.
We would recommend that an appropriate level of flexibility for the entire 2011-2036 period would
be for around five years’ worth of annual turnover. This would equate to around 21,000 sq m of
employment floorspace. When this is translated into employment land the need is for around 1.3 ha
of office floorspace and 5.8 ha of industrial land for the longer terms.
However this does not take into account qualitative considerations or contingency to provide a
choice of sites or flexibility to ensure supply is not unduly restricted. In consultation with local agents
there was a clear need for industrial and a lesser extent office floorspace on the Island. For office
stock, engagement of local agents identified a need for smaller low cost but good quality
accommodation.

In order to respond to this unmet need it may be a reasonable response to

identify up to 6 ha in total across the Island.
The agents also identified a stronger demand for industrial commercial property across the Island.
Newport was the focus of the demand, although there was also notable demand in and Ryde, and
The Bay area. Because of the strength of demand in these areas we would recommend a further 5
hectares of industrial land are identified in The Bay area and Ryde with a further 10 hectares in in
the Medina Valley as the focus of the demand.

GL Hearn
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Such a level would likely to satisfy the current demand as well as provide flexibility in commercial
property going forward. Drawing this information together we would recommend the following level
of employment land is planned for over the longer 2011-2036:
• Office: From 6.3 ha up to 12.3 ha
• Industrial: From no net loss up to 19.3 ha
• Total: from 6.3 ha up to 31.6 ha
An indicative distribution of employment land based the existing employment land distribution and
the distribution of apparent demand on the Island on would be as follows:
• Medina Valley – 75%
o Newport – 60%
o Cowes – 15%
• Ryde – 20%
• Bay Area and Ventnor – 5%
Policy Recommendations
We have visited all of the major employment and proposed employment sites on the Island. From
this we have made recommendations for each.

This includes identifying four principal existing

employment sites across the Island. These are as follows:
• Cowes Business Park/Prospect Business Park/Somerton Business Park, Cowes;
• Newport Industrial Area, Newport
• Ryde Business Park, Ryde; and
• Sandown Industrial Area, Sandown
These are the main employment locations on the Island and it is therefore recommended that these
sites are protected in the local plan for continued B-class uses.
We also identified 11 other/general existing employment sites across the Island. Broadly these
sites are important local industrial estates which supply local employment as well as servicing the
wider economy. We recommended that these sites should continue to be protected by planning
policy, but that the policy approach might be more flexible.
A number of these sites should potentially be afforded additional protection through policy, on the
basis of having waterside access. These sites may require specific policy to retain these uses on
site or to promote the site for a specific industry. These sites are:
• Medina Wharf, Cowes;
• Victory Yard, Cowes; and
• Fishbourne Quay, Fishbourne

GL Hearn
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As well as existing employment sites we have also reviewed a number of potential employment
sites. We have recommended the continued allocation for employment uses of four sites, these
are:
•

East of Pan Lane, Newport

•

Horsebridge Hill South, Newport

•

Stag Lane Sites, Newport

•

Land south of Nicholson Road, Ryde

We have identified four sites which we recommend for allocation based on their location, potential
use, access and current status. However allocation of some of these sites comes with caveats.
The sites are:
•

Kingston Marine

•

Land at Osborne Works, Whippingham/Island Technology Park

•

Site South of Three Gates Road, Cowes

•

Sandown Industrial Area, Sandown.

Future Supply
Taking into account the committed and recommended supply, as well as intensification
opportunities and potential losses we can see that there is a significant potential net supply of
employment land on the Island.
Potential Net Supply of Employment Land (ha)

Location

Committed
Supply

Medina
Valley Cowes &
East
Cowes
Medina
Valley Newport
Medina
Valley Total
Ryde
Bay Area
Rural
Wight
Total

Existing
Allocations

10.9

0.2

23.5

11.1

23.5

0.2

4.5

Recommended
Allocation

Intensification
Opportunities

Probable
losses

Total Net
Supply

21.5

0.7

4.6

28.5

0.6

21.5

1.3

4.5
0.3
11.6

24.3

4.6

52.8

1.4

4.7
3.1

0.3
28

26

1.5

0.6
6

61.2

Source: GLH 2014
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Overall there is a net identified supply of 61.2 ha on the Island. This is distributed around the Island
although the supply is focussed in the Medina Valley and in particular Newport.

There is a

particularly low supply of potential land within Ryde.
It should however be noted that the sites we have recommended for allocation are only seen as that.
The actual allocation of these sites will be made by the Isle of Wight Council, these will reflect the
most suitable sites for development taking into consideration among other things market demand,
sustainability, infrastructure etc.

It should be stressed that we have not undertaken any form of

impact assessment on these sites and as such it may transpire that they are unsuitable.
Our needs analysis identified a need for between 6.3 ha up to 31.6 ha of employment land on
the Island for the period 2011-2036. And for the shorter 2012-2027 period a need for between
5.0 ha up to 25.3 ha of employment land. This included an allowance for churn but also for
additional supply to meet specific market demand.
We can therefore assume that the identified need can be accommodated in the identified supply.
By planning for and delivering extra floorspace this would allow for choice in the market where it is
needed most (Newport) and allow a greater spread of supply than currently present. That would
include encouraging those gaps in the market identified in this report.

GL Hearn
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Isle of Wight Council is in the process of reviewing their housing policy and completing Area
Action Plans for the Medina Valley, The Bay and Ryde. This Employment Land Study assesses the
Island’s economy and provides evidence regarding the need for, and supply of, employment sites
on the Island.

1.2

The Study has been prepared in the context of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
which sets out Government policies for planning; and supporting Planning Practice Guidance on
Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments and Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessments. The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) sets out how studies such as this
should be undertaken.

1.3

The purposes of the Study are to:
• Review the characteristics and performance of the Island’s economy;
• Assess commercial market trends and dynamics in the office and industrial sectors;
• Review performance of current employment sites on the Island;
• Assess the supply of land capable of accommodating new B-class employment development;
• Forecast future needs for employment land provision within the Island; and
• Bring the analysis together to set out the need for additional employment land provision.

1.4

The Study is intended to provide clear guidance on what provision for new employment sites might
be made within the Area Action Plans and any future update to the council’s Core Strategy and in
particular the scale and location of housing. This study will enable the council to understand (and
evidence) the relationship between housing and employment provision and demonstrate the
strategic-level and spatial link between housing and employment provision (SP2 review) and inform
employment policies within the AAPs.

Isle of Wight Functional Economic Market Area (FEMA)
1.5

Planning Practice Guidance encourages ‘need’ to be assessed in the context of the relevant
Functional Economic Market Area (FEMA). It outlines that:
“The geography of commercial property markets should be thought of in terms of the
requirements of the market in terms of the location of premises, and the spatial factors used
in analysing demand and supply – often referred to as the functional economic market area.”
[ID 2a-013]

1.6

Whilst setting out that no single source of information which will be comprehensive in identifying
what the relevant FEMA is, it’s suggests that Travel to Work Areas are a useful starting point; and
that other factors are relevant – including the extent of any Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) area,
the Housing Market Area, administrative geographies, catchments areas for cultural/social facilities
or retail, as well as flows of goods, services and information and the transport network.

GL Hearn
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1.7

Given its relative isolation from the rest of the country, and its resultant high level of commuting selfcontainment, an obvious starting point is that the Island in itself represents a functional Economic
Market Area (FEMA).
Local Enterprise Partnership

1.8

The Island is located within the Solent Local Enterprise Partnership (SLEP) area which is made up
of the following local authorities:
• Isle of Wight;
• Portsmouth;
• Southampton;
• East Hampshire;
• Eastleigh;
• Fareham;
• Gosport;
• Havant;
• New Forest;
• Test Valley; and
• Winchester.

1.9

This LEP area builds on existing Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) structure which
was recently expanded to include the Isle of Wight. This economic geography has been accepted
by Government which has designated a Solent Local Enterprise Partnership. However within this
area there is a clear split in physical and market terms between the Island and the wider LEP area.

1.10

This split is demonstrated by parts of the Isle of Wight being identified for assisted area status.
Assisted areas are recognised in European state aid rules as being less economically advantaged
places that would benefit from additional support for development. As a result, financial support
from Government is permitted to undertakings, typically businesses, for new investments in these
areas.
2014 PUSH and IOW Strategic Housing Market Assessment

1.11

While not one and the same thing the Functional Economic Market Areas and Housing Market
Areas often broadly align. The PUSH Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) was prepared
before the Isle of Wight entered the Partnership; however it did define two distinct housing market
areas neither of which extended to cover the Isle of Wight.

1.12

GL Hearn also prepared the Isle of Wight SHMA which demonstrated through analysis of
commuting and migration patterns, as well as house price dynamics, that the Isle of Wight
represents a Housing Market Area (HMA) in its own right.

GL Hearn
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1.13

However this study was undertaken before the release of the latest census commuting flow
statistics in summer 2014. These are considered below.
2011 Commuting Patterns

1.14

In 2014 the ONS released information on commuting flows from the 2011 Census. It is therefore
appropriate to assess these to consider if this would warrant any adjustment to the definition of the
FEMA.

1.15

As demonstrated in Figure 1 over 90% of the Island’s residents who are in employment work on the
Island. Of those who commute off the Island the main location of employment are Portsmouth and
Southampton - the only two major settlements with direct links to the Island.
Figure 1: Location of Workplace of Isle of Wight Residents (2011)
Workplace
Isle of Wight
Portsmouth
Southampton
Test Valley
Poole
New Forest
Winchester
Gloucester
Westminster
Bournemouth

Commuters
42,139
736
521
366
179
145
145
131
128
120

%
90.2%
1.6%
1.1%
0.8%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

Source: Census 2011
1.16

If the London Boroughs are combined then we can see that 577 residents commute to the capital
for Employment. This equates to around 1.2% of all employed residents. Outside Westminster and
the City, Camden and Southwark are the most popular destinations.

1.17

Conversely, only 5% of jobs on the Island are taken up by non-residents, indicating a residencebased self-containment level of 95%. This number could be even smaller as we suspect issues
with the data set. The reason for our suspicions is that 1.3% of the jobs are taken up by people for
Newport (South Wales). By removing this group the percentage of the Island’s jobs being taken up
by non-residents drops below 5%. Around 0.4% of all jobs are taken up by residents of Portsmouth
and Southampton.

1.18

The high level of self-containment would justify defining a free standing FEMA covering the Island
alone.

GL Hearn
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1.19

We have also looked in more detail at commuting patterns across the Island. What is immediately
apparent is the reliance on Newport for employment on the Island, within major commuting flows to
the town from within the Medina Valley but also notable flows from The Bay area and Ryde.

1.20

The map also illustrates clear sub-areas on the Island which reflect the Area Action Plan locations.
There are some notable movements from the rural West Wight area to the Medina Valley. Again
this reiterates the importance of the area as an employment centre.
Figure 2: Commuting Patterns Across the Isle of Wight (2011)

Source: Census 2011
1.21

Looking at the location of Employment by Mid Super Output Area (MSOA) on the Island we can see
that it is concentrated in Newport. There is also a notable employment centre in Ryde. Both Cowes
and Sandown have comparatively modest levels of employment.

1.22

As shown in Figure 3 there is comparatively low levels of employment in the rural parts of the Island.
Perhaps more surprisingly however the level of employment in Shanklin, Ventnor and Freshwater is
equally low.

GL Hearn
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Figure 3: Location of Employment on the Isle of Wight (2011)

Source: Census 2011

Report Structure
1.23

In summary, the remainder of the report is structured as follows:
• Section 2: Current Policy Context
• Section 3: Economic and Labour Market Dynamics
• Section 4: Commercial Market Performance
• Section 5: Site Assessments
• Section 6: Supply Analysis
• Section 7: Needs Analysis
• Section 8: Draft Conclusions
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2

CONTEXT TO THE STUDY
National Planning Policy Framework

2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in March 2012 with the aim of
making planning more streamlined and accessible. The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning
policies for England and how these are expected to be applied.

2.2

The purpose of the NPPF and the wider planning system is to contribute towards sustainable
development.

The policies in the NPPF set out the government’s view on what sustainable

development means in practice. There are three core dimensions to achieve this:
• an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by
ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time
to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements,
including the provision of infrastructure;
• a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the supply of
housing required to meet the needs of present and future generations; and by creating a high
quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and
support its health, social and cultural well-being; and
• an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic
environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural resources
prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including
moving to a low carbon economy.
2.3

The NPPF requires local authorities to set a clear economic vision and strategy based on an
understanding of the existing business needs, likely changes in the market and any barriers to
investment. This understanding should be achieved through working with the local business
community, neighbouring local authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP).

2.4

Paragraphs 18 to 22 of the NPPF establish that the Government is committed to ensuring that the
planning system does everything it can to support sustainable economic growth, and that significant
weight should be placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning system. It
sets out a requirement for local planning authorities to plan proactively to meet the development
needs of businesses and support an economy fit for the 21st Century.

2.5

In drawing up local plans, the NPPF requires local authorities to:
• set out a clear economic vision and strategy;
• set criteria or identify strategic sites for local and inward investment;
• support existing business sectors and where possible identify and plan for new or emerging
sectors likely to locate in the area. Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate needs not
anticipated in the plan;
• plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of knowledge
driven, creative or high technology industries;

GL Hearn
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• identify priority areas for economic regeneration, infrastructure provision and environmental
enhancement; and
• facilitate flexible working practices.
2.6

Paragraph 22 in the NPPF states that planning policies should avoid the long term protection of
sites allocated for employment use where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for
that purpose. Where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for the allocated
employment use, applications for alternative uses of land or buildings should be treated on their
merits having regard to market signals and the relative need for different land uses to support
sustainable local communities.

2.7

Paragraph 160 and 161 set out that local planning authorities should have a clear understanding of
business needs within the economic markets operating in and across their area. To do this they
should work with Local Enterprise Partnerships, the business community, county and neighbouring
authorities to understand business needs, likely changes in the market and barriers to investment.
They should use their evidence base to assess the land and floorspace for economic development,
including the quantitative and qualitative needs for all foreseeable types of economic activity and
the existing and future supply of land.

Planning Practice Guidance
2.8

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) was published by Government in March 2014. This includes
Guidance on Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments.

2.9

This Guidance sets out that an assessment should be undertaken to identify the future quantity of
land and floorspace required for economic development uses, including both the quantitative and
qualitative needs for new development; to provide a breakdown of this in terms of quality and
location; and to provide an indication of gaps in the current land supply.

2.10

The assessment of need is intended to be realistic, taking account of the particular nature of that
area and exploring future scenarios only where these could realistically be expected to occur. The
assessment is expected to consider dynamics across the Functional Economic Market Area.

2.11

In understanding the current market in relation to economic and main town centre uses, the
Guidance outlines that plan makers should liaise closely with the business community to
understand their current and potential future requirements and should take account of:
• the recent pattern of employment land supply and loss to other uses (based on planning
applications);
• market intelligence, including from local data and discussions with developers and property
agents, recent surveys of business needs or engagement with business and economic forums;
• market signals, such as levels and changes in rental values, and differentials between land
values in different uses;
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• the existing stock of employment land, data on take-up of sites, and public information on
employment land and premises required and any evidence of over-supply and/or evidence of
market failure;
• information held by other public sector bodies and utilities in relation to infrastructure constraints;
and
• the locational and premises requirements of particular types of business.
2.12

The Guidance states that employment land should be analysed through a simple typology of
employment land by market segment and by sub-areas, where there are distinct property market
areas within authorities. When examining the recent take-up of employment land, consideration
should be made to projections (based on past trends) and forecasts (based on future scenarios)
and identify occurrences where sites have been developed for specialist economic uses. Analysing
supply and demand will allow councils to identify whether there is a mismatch between quantitative
and qualitative supply of and demand for employment sites.

2.13

The Guidance sets out that an assessment of future needs should be based on current and robust
data. Emerging sectors that are well suited to the area being covered by the analysis should be
encouraged where possible. Key evidence to consider includes:
• sectorial and employment forecasts and projections (labour demand);
• demographically derived assessments of future employment needs (labour supply techniques);
• analyses based on the past take-up of employment land and property and/or future property
market requirements;
• consultation with relevant organisations, studies of business trends, and monitoring of business,
economic and employment statistics.

2.14

Evidence of need and supply then need to be brought together. The Guidance outlines that the
available stock of land should be compared with the particular requirements of the area so that
‘gaps’ in local employment land provision can be identified. The increasing diversity of employment
generating uses requires different policy responses and an appropriate variety of employment sites.

The Plan for Growth
2.15

The Plan for Growth was published by HM Treasury and the Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills (BIS) in March 2011. This sets out the Coalition Government’s overarching goals for
economic development against the context of the recent economic recession and substantial fiscal
deficit – to achieve strong, sustainable and balanced growth that is more evenly shared across the
country and between industries.

2.16

The Plan for Growth sets out the Government’s view that over the previous

decade the UK

economy had become seriously unbalanced and heavily indebted, leading to a decline in underlying
economic competitiveness. Growth was concentrated in a few sectors of the economy, and in a few
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regions of the country; with others becoming increasingly reliant on the public sector. Moving
forward, it sets out four key ambitions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
2.17

To create the most competitive tax system in the G20;
To make the UK one of the best places in Europe to start, finance and grow a business;
To encourage investment and exports as a route to a more balanced economy; and
To create a more educated workforce that is the most flexible in Europe.

These are supported by action on a number of fronts including seeking to reduce regulation and,
through targeted investment, improving skills, supporting the housing market, encouraging
innovation and allowances for capital investment. The Plan also identifies a number of key sectors
which the Government wishes to support, which include: healthcare and life sciences; advanced
manufacturing; construction; digital and creative industries; retail; professional and business
services; the space industry; and tourism. The ambition is clearly for private sector-led growth and
across a greater spread of sectors relative to the previous decade.

Solent Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
2.18

The Solent LEP was formed in October 2010. It is a public-private partnership aiming to deliver the
following strategic priorities:

2.19

•

Enterprise;

•

Infrastructure;

•

Inward Investment;

•

Skills;

•

Strategic Sectors; and

•

Innovation

The LEP initially identified four key priority sectors of work which were seen to be able to deliver
export-led growth in high value employment while building on an already strong base for each. The
key priority sectors are:

2.20

•

Advanced manufacturing and marine cluster;

•

Visitor economy;

•

Transport and logistics ; and

•

Low carbon economy.

Such was the importance of the strategic sectors that the other strategic priorities and their delivery
were targeted towards meeting the needs of these sectors:
LEP Strategic Economic Plan 2014

2.21

In response to Lord Heseltine’s review of economic growth, ‘No Stone Unturned,’ the Government
asked LEPs to develop a multi-year Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) to grow their local economies.
These were to be used to bid for resources from the Single Local Growth Fund.
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2.22

The Solent Strategic Economic Plan was finalised in March 2014. Its sets out the LEP’s vision to
improve economic competitiveness, increasing employment and wealth opportunities:

‘Our vision is to create an environment that will bring about
sustainable economic growth and private sector investment in the
Solent. It will assist this globally-competitive area reach its full
potential, enabling existing businesses to grow, become more
profitable and to be greener; enabling the creation of new
businesses and attracting new businesses to the region.’
2.23

The SEP seeks to maximise the economic impact of the area’s key economic assets and to unlock
critical employment sites. In addition they also sought to provide homes and training/skills base to
support a growing workforce in the key priority sectors. It sought to support small businesses to
grow and improve working with knowledge based partners such as the local higher education
institutes.

2.24

The SEP also reiterated the LEP’s strategic priorities (where the focus of investment should be) in
order to accelerate growth. The LEP identified it’s role as to create a platform for growth through
focusing on the key levers. Their six strategic priorities are:
• Supporting new businesses, enterprise and ensuring SME survival and growth;
• Enabling infrastructure priorities including land assets, transport and housing, reducing flood risk
and improving access to superfast broadband;
• Establishing a single inward investment model to encourage companies to open new sites in the
region, supported by effective marketing;
• Investing in skills to establish a sustainable pattern of growth, ensuring local residents are
equipped to take up the jobs that are created and businesses can source local skills and labour
to underpin growth;
• Developing strategic sectors and clusters (interconnected groups and businesses) of marine,
aerospace and defence, advanced manufacturing, engineering, transport and logistics
businesses, low carbon, digital and creative and the visitor economy – establishing the area as a
business gateway, at both local and international levels and developing local supply chains; and
• Building on our substantial knowledge assets to support innovation and build innovative capacity
in the Solent area to stimulate growth in Solent businesses and in new high growth sectors,
particularly linked to our HE excellence.

2.25

The Strategic Economic Plan also set the Strategic Goals for the LEP area and it’s Economy.
These included:
• In addition to current forecasts, create an additional 15,500 new jobs in the Solent LEP area;
• Achieve GVA growth of 3%;
• Increase GVA per job by an additional £6,879 per job;
• Improve productivity (GDP per head) closer to the South East average;
• Increase employment rates to 80% from the current 78% and improve economic activity rates
from 80% to 81%;
• Enable the delivery of 24,000 new homes;
• Raise the business birth rate from 3.6% to 4.1% (and create 1000 new businesses);
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• Improve the business survival rate2 from 61.4% to 62.5%;
• Raise the proportion of the population with Level 43 and above skills to 36% of the working age
population from the current 32%;
• Support the raising of education attainment rates to above the UK average; and
• Increase inward investment into Solent attracting at least 5% of FDI projects entering the UK.
2.26

The LEP has negotiated a growth deal with Government for 201/15. This included a £1.85bn
package of investment, the majority of which are on the mainland. The Growth Deal included
funding of the following:
• Unlocking Sites for Housing and Employment
3 - Local Asset Management Flexibility
4 - Environmental Mitigation Funding
5 - HRA Borrowing Flexibility
• Connectivity for Economic Growth
8 - Red Funnel Scheme Funding
9 - LTB Majors Funding
10 - Solent transport fund Funding
• Labour Market and Skills
11 - FE Capital Funding
12 - Skills Revenue (EU SIF) Funding
13 - Solent Leadership and Management programme funding
14 - Innovation Code and FETAG Flexibility
• Business Support
15 - Solent Growth Fund Funding
16 - Visit Solent Funding

2.27

The Red Funnel Scheme involves funding the highways infrastructure needed to move the ferry
terminals on each side of the Solent. The project removes existing connectivity & capacity
constraints on the visitor economy, while unlocking major employment sites at Royal Pier
Waterfront in Southampton, and East Cowes on the Isle of Wight. Red Funnel ferries have
separately applied to the Growing Places Fund for a loan to fund the purchase of land from the HCA
in East Cowes.

2.28

The Isle of Wight Council is currently considering the creation an independently chaired transport
infrastructure task force. This group once established would be required to examine all aspects
and modes of transport services currently operating on the Island and connecting with the mainland,
consider proposals for change, and to make recommendations where appropriate to improve
services, lower costs and improve connectivity both between the Island and the mainland, as well
as across the Island.
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Isle of Wight Core Strategy, Adopted March 2012
2.29

The Core Strategy is the main planning document for the Island. It sets out in spatial planning
terms how the Island will develop up to 2027. In principle, the Island Plan Core Strategy is about
“place shaping” and delivery. The strategy set out what the policies are and how they will be
delivered.

2.30

Policy SP3 deals with economic growth of the Island it sets an employment growth target of 7,550
additional jobs for the period up to 2027. To do this the Core Strategy identifies a need to deliver at
least 42 hectares of new economic development land to be delivered over the plan period, primarily
within the Key Regeneration Areas and the Smaller Regeneration Areas. The 42 hectares should
consist of:
• At least 9 hectares of B1b, B1c and B2 uses;
• around 13 hectares of B8 uses; and
• around 20 hectares of B1a uses.

2.31

The Core Strategy also allocates the following sites for employment uses:
• 17.5 hectares of land at Horsebridge Hill, Newport, for a range of employment generating uses,
including B1, B2 and B8 uses that reflect the general split outlined above to meet local and
Island-wide need for employment provision, healthcare and care-related provision, social and
community facilities, leisure uses and open space.
• 8.8 hectares of land at Stag Lane, Newport, for a range of B1, B2 and B8 employment uses,
primarily related to renewable energy.
• 2.8 hectares of land to the east of Pan Lane, Newport, for a range of B1 and B2 uses suitable to
a mixed-use scheme.
• 14.7 hectares of land to the south of Nicholson Road, Ryde, for a mix of primarily smaller scale
B1 and B2 uses.

2.32

The Core Strategy also sets out that the Council will safeguard existing employment sites of one
hectare or more where it can be demonstrated that the employment use is important to sustaining
the local authority.

2.33

For applications of alternative uses on these sites the Council would expect evidence to
demonstrate that the continuing employment use of the building or site is unviable. As a minimum
this is likely to be in the form of a marketing exercise for the building or site. The marketing should
be at an appropriate price for at least 12 months.
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ECONOMIC & LABOUR MARKET DYNAMICS

3

Economy
3.1

1

The Isle of Wight is a £2.1 billion economy. The size of the local economy, measured using GVA at
current basis prices, has grown by 98% over the past 15 years (1998-2013) which is above the 81%
growth achieved across the Hampshire and the Isle of Wight and 86% nationally, albeit from a
much lower base.

3.2

What is notable is that recent performance, in 2012 and 2013, on the Isle of Wight has been
relatively weak, with the economy growing at a slower pace than has been seen either subregionally or nationally. Indeed, in the last year the size of the local economy declined by 2%.
Given the relative size of The Island’s economy, we would however recommend that an element of
caution is applied in interpreting the statistics.
Figure 4: Annual Growth in GVA at Current Basic Prices
20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

-5%
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
UK

South East

Isle of Wight

Source: ONS Regional GVA, Table 3.2
3.3

Whilst overall productivity, measured as GVA per Head, has been growing relative to national and
regional trends on the Isle of Wight, this is from a much lower base. The GVA trends shown below
against a UK benchmark illustrate this. The chart shows that productivity on the Isle of Wight
(£15,300) (measured by GVA per head) is notably below wider benchmarks (South East – £25,800,
Hampshire and IOW – £24,200 and England - £24,000).

1

ONS, Workplace-based GVA, 2013
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Figure 5:

Trend in Productivity (GVA per Head)

1.2

Indexed Growth (1=UK)
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Source: ONS Regional GVA, Table 3.2

Employment
3.4

The Business Register and Employment Survey suggests employment on the Island in 2013 was
50,900 jobs of which there are 48,000 employees. We can therefore assume that the difference (or
thereabouts) relates to employed owners on the Island of around 2,900 people. Approximately 6%
of all employment on the Island is classed as employed-owners. This is twice the rate than a
combined Hampshire and Isle of Wight figure (3% taken as a proxy for County level) and higher
than the South and England figures (4%).
Figure 6: Structure of Employment, 2012

Area
Isle of Wight
Solent LEP
South East

Employees
48,000
662,400
3,823,500

Full-time
employees

Part-time
employees

2,900
21,300
150,500

28,900
425,200
2,542,400

19,200
237,200
1,281,000

24,818,800
1,008,200
Source: Business Register and Employment Survey 2013

16,818,000

8,000,800

England and Wales

3.5

Employed
Owners

Of those employed on the Island approximately 40% are in part-time roles. This is in higher than all
the wider comparator areas. This is in part linked to the tourism economy on the Island where part-
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time roles are more prevalent than in other industries. This contributes to a slightly lower value per
job and lower output than the national and regional comparisons.

Employment Growth
3.6

Using data from Oxford Economics we can analyse the job growth over the period since 2000. This
shows that the number of workforce jobs has increased by almost 5,000 jobs since 2000. This
equates to a growth of 9%. Over the same period jobs in the Solent LEP increased by 7.1%,
however both were slightly below of the national (9.5%) and regional levels of growth (9.9%).
However for much of this period the Isle of Wight was out-performing the wider area.

3.7

The highest single year of jobs growth was experienced between 2001 and 2002, when around
4,560 additional jobs were created. This can be attributed to pre-recession growth. The largest
decline was between 2003 and 2004. At the height of the recession, over 3500 jobs were lost.

Figure 7:

Indexed Job Growth (2001 – 2013)

Source: Oxford Economics (2014)
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ECONOMIC STRUCTURE
Employment by Sector
3.8

The largest employment sector on the Island is the Public Sector (including health and education
(31% of jobs). These operate from a range of property types but include substantial non-B class
employment in schools and hospitals. Where we have found in the past that an area has a strong
public sector it generally indicates a weak private sector not only in proportional terms but also in
absolute numbers. The overall reliance on public sector jobs can also be viewed as a general
weakness in a time of ‘austerity’ and cuts.

3.9

Other major employment sector include wholesale and retail (17%), hospitality (11%) and
Professional and other private services (11%). Manufacturing accounts for 8% of all employment
on the Island.
Figure 8:

Isle of Wight Jobs by Broad Sector (2013)

Source: Oxford Economics (2014)
3.10

The Oxford Economic Data is also provided at a sub sector level. There are eighteen sub-sectors
on the island which employ over 1,000 people. By far the largest sub-sector on the island is the
retail trade (7,800 jobs).

Other notable sectors include healthcare (5,100 jobs) and education
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(4,900 jobs). The top eight sub-sectors are driven by services to the local economy or population.
These top sectors are set out in Figure 9.
Figure 9:

Top Sub – Sectors of Employment on the Isle of Wight (2013)
Jobs
7,800
5,100
4,900
3,500
3,200
3,100
2,900
2,300
2,200
1,900
1,500
1,200
1,200
1,100
1,100
1,100
1,100
1,100

Retail trade, except of motor vehicles
Human health activities
Education
Food and beverage service activities
Residential care activities
Accommodation
Social work activities
Public administration and defence
Manufacture of other transport equipment
Specialised construction activities
Sports activities and amusement
Crop and animal production
Real estate activities
Other personal service activities
Land transport and transport
Construction of buildings
Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles
Wholesale and retail trade

%
13.1%
8.5%
8.3%
5.9%
5.3%
5.3%
4.9%
3.8%
3.7%
3.2%
2.5%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.8%
1.8%

Source: Oxford Economics (2014)

Sectoral Growth
3.11

In gross terms the largest growth since 2000 on the Island has been in Public Services (2,600 jobs)
and the Business and Private Services (1,000 jobs).

The public sector is by far the largest

employer on the Island.
3.12

Over the same period there was significant decline in the Manufacturing Sector (-2,300 job) which
was by far the largest fall in any of the three sectors that declined in terms of workforce jobs, the
others being Agriculture (-300 jobs) and Finance (-100 jobs).
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Figure 10: Growth of Sectors Employing over 1,000 people (2000-2013)

Source: Oxford Economics (2014)
3.13

However, in percentage terms the key sectors of growth were the mining (+370%), Property
Services (+280%) Media (+268%) Utilities (+ 240%) however all of these are from a relatively small
base.

3.14

The largest sectors of growth which employ over 1,000 people are the transport and
communications (34%), Business and Private Services (18%). The largest overall employment
sectors public sector (17%).

Hospitality and recreation grew by 13% after an initial period of

decline since 2000. Figure 9 illustrates the indexed growth of each of the major sectors.
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Figure 11: Indexed Growth of Sectors Employing over 1,000 people (2000-2013)

Source: Oxford Economics (2014)

Location Quotients
3.15

Location quotients can be used to analyse the relative strength of employment in each sector
against wider comparators. Where a sector is strongly represented but an overall national decline
predicted this should be of concern as it would indicate significant vulnerability. Key sectors which
are expected to grow nationally indicate areas where investment should be made to maximise
opportunity in areas of current expertise.

3.16

In comparison to the National, South East and Solent LEP economy the Island’s strongest sectors
are the Agriculture and Hospitality Services. In contrast to the rest of the Solent LEP the Isle of
Wight also has a strong mining and cultural, leisure and recreation services.

3.17

In contrast to all the comparator areas the Island has a particularly weak representation of finance
and Business and Private Services jobs. Against the UK and South East the Island also has a
particularly weak mining sector (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Location Quotient (2013)

Source: Experian (2013)
3.18

The location quotient also provides a good indication of where there is opportunity for employment
to grow into. These are shown as sectors with minor negative quotients in comparison to local or
county level comparisons. These indicate that locational barriers are not the primary issues and
that with the correct investment any under achievement could be corrected. The above tables
suggest that this could be the transport and communications, Media and construction sectors. While
nationally the construction employment has declined significantly since 2008, it was previously
stable. The decline was also linked to the housing market. Therefore employment may recover can
as the housing market improves.

GVA by Sector
3.19

In terms of output, the public services (including public admin, education and health) at 23% is
significantly larger than any other on the Island. The largest private sectors in terms of output are
Wholesale and Retail and Property Services Sectors both of which contributes 15% of the total GVA.
The sectors are thus important to wealth creation locally.

3.20

Two other sectors, Business and Private Service, and manufacturing both generate more than 10%
of the Island’s output. The GVA breakdown per sector is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: GVA by Sector (2013)

Source: Oxford Economics (2014)
3.21

In comparison to the wider comparators, the Island has a particular strong GVA output from the
agriculture, utilities and hospitality sectors.

3.22

When looking at sub-sectors we can see that real estate activities is by far the largest on the Island,
contributing 14% of the economy. Four other sectors, Retail Trade, Healthcare, Education and the
Manufacturing of Transport Equipment all contribute over £100 million to the local economy.
Figure 14: Top Sub-Sectors by GVA on the Isle of Wight (2013)
Sub-Sector
Real estate activities
Retail trade, except of motor vehicles
Human health activities
Education
Manufacture of other transport equip
Public administration and defence
Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles
Social work activities
Residential care activities
Specialised construction activities
Source: Oxford Economics (2014)

3.23

GVA (millions)
£280
£190
£140
£130
£130
£70
£50
£50
£50
£50

% of IOW GVA
14.4%
9.8%
7.2%
6.7%
6.7%
3.6%
2.6%
2.6%
2.6%
2.6%

We have also looked at the GVA per job of the Isle of Wight economy against the wider
comparators. This data shows a clear differentiation as the GVA per job on the Island (£32,000 per
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job) compared to the Solent LEP (£38,000 per job), the South East (£43,000 per job) and UK
(£41,000 per job).

LABOUR MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
Age Structure
3.24

In 2011 the census counted the population on the Isle of Wight as 138,265 people. This comprises
around 2% of the South East’s population. Approximately 59.7% of the Island’s population is of a
working age (16-65). This is significantly lower than the South East (63.8%), and England and
Wales (64.7%) averages.

3.25

As illustrated by Figure 15, the Isle of Wight has a low percentage of 0-9 year olds and 18-44 year
olds compared to the South East. It has a high proportion of people in all age groups over 45, with
a proportion of people aged 65-84.
Figure 15: Population by age groups on the Isle of Wight and the South East, 2011

Source: Census (2011)
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Economic Activity
3.26

Economic activity rates are the percentage of working age adults who are working or looking for
work in the week before census. Economic Activity Rates on the Island (76.7% of 16-64 year olds)
are lower than those in the Solent LEP area (78.6%), the South East (79.9%) and those for England
(77.5%). Economic activity on the Island is largely driven by a high percentage of economically
active males (82.1%) and female economic activity is 71.6%, both are lower than sub-regional and
regional comparators but more closely aligned with the national figures.
Figure 16: Economic Activity Rates (2014)

Source: Annual Population Survey (2015)
3.27

The employment rate is percentage of 16-64 year olds who are in employment. The Island’s
employment rate (70.2%) is also lower than the LEP area (74.9%) and England and Wales (72.4%)
and significantly lower than the South East (76%). Again the employment rate is driven by higher
levels of male employment (73.5%) compared to female employment (67%).
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Figure 17: Employment Rate (2014)

Source: Annual Population Survey (2015)

Unemployment
3.28

Current unemployment rates on the Island are significantly higher, at 8.6% of 16-65 year olds, than
the wider comparators, particularly the Solent LEP area (4.7%) and the South East (4.9%).
Figure 18: Unemployment Rate (2014)

Source: Annual Population Survey (2015)
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3.29

There is a significant disparity between the unemployment figures for the Male (10.5%) and Female
(6.4%) population on the Island. Both are higher than all the wider comparators however the gap
between the two is far more significant. Indeed across the South East female unemployment is
actually higher than the male equivalent.

Skills and Qualifications
3.30

The Isle of Wight has a comparatively low level of its population educated to degree level or more,
with only around 30% of 16-64 year olds residents educated to at least NVQ level 4. This is the
equivalent to obtaining a diploma, Foundation degree, nursing or teaching qualification. In
comparison, the Solent LEP figure is 34%, the South East 38% and England (35%).
Figure 19: Qualification Level of Residents

Source: Annual Population Survey (2013)
3.31

At the other end of the scale, 8.1% of the working age population on the Island have no
qualifications. This is slightly higher than the rest of Solent LEP (6.8%) and the South East (6.5%)
but lower than the national figure of 9.2%.

3.32

The low qualification levels are reflected in the occupation level of the employed residents. 36.5%
of Island resident in work are employed in Managerial and Professional occupations. This includes
directors and senior officials and technical occupations.

This is significantly lower than the

equivalent figures for the Solent LEP area (46.1%) and the South East (49.3%) and England
(44.6%).
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Figure 20: Occupation Level
% all in employment

Isle of Wight

Solent

South East

England
Wales

Managers & Professionals
36.5%
46.1%
49.3%
Skilled
36.8%
30.4%
29.7%
Unskilled
26.2%
22.8%
20.7%
Source: Annual Population Survey (2013) *Numbers may not add due to rounding
3.33

and
44.6%
30.4%
24.5%

Conversely the percentage of workers in unskilled occupations including, sales and customer
service occupations, process, plant and machine operatives and elementary occupations is much
higher on the Island (26.2%), than elsewhere.

Earnings
3.34

According to the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, median residents’ earnings on the Island
are £459 gross per week. This is significantly lower than the equivalent figure for England (£521)
and the South East (£567).

3.35

While wages in Hampshire (excluding the IOW), the South East and England have continued to rise
since 2002, earnings on the Island have stagnated and declined since 2011. However, over the
longer term mean average earnings have increased by 34% since 2002, which is slightly higher the
growth achieved across the rest of the country (32%) and the region (30%).
Figure 21: Median Gross Weekly Earnings

Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, 2013
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3.36

Because of the high levels of self-containment, workplace earnings (£436 gross per week) are
broadly similar to residents’ earnings (£459 gross per week). However, the gap between resident
and workplace earnings has been growing as workplace earnings only grew by 25% since 2002.
This is likely to by stronger economic performance and wage growth, influenced by sectoral
structure, of jobs on the mainland to which residents commute.

3.37

This also reflects the quality of employment on the Island with wages reflecting the productivity or
lack of on the Island. That is more productive job structures would generally command higher
wages.

Summary
3.38

The Island population has a high percentage of people with lower or no qualifications. This is in
part a reflection of the lack of higher education facilities on the Island. However it translates into
lower skilled workforce which itself results in lower wages.

3.39

The Islands age structure also has a high percentage of retirement age population. Coupled with
low levels of employment (a factor of a seasonal economy) the Island has a high dependency rate
compared to the wider region.

3.40

Looking at the makeup of the local economy it is clear that the Island has a significant reliance on
public sector jobs as well as service based and hospitality related employment.

The latter in

particular has a high level of jobs which are low paid, seasonal and have a high proportion of part
time jobs.
The high percentage of jobs in the public sector usually reflects a weak or underperforming private
sector. This is likely to be the case in the Isle of Wight due to the physical separation from the wider
national and regional markets making it more expensive to get products to the market.

BUSINESS BASE
Business by Size
3.41

There are approximately 4,300 businesses operating on the Island across 5,300 local units.
Enterprises are classified as an overall business, made up of all the individual sites or workplaces.
A local unit is an individual site (for example a factory or shop) associated with an enterprise. It can
also be referred to as a workplace. This information is taken from the UK business count data
produced by ONS.

3.42

The vast majority (85%) of the enterprises based on the Island are micro businesses that employ
less than 10 people, including a high percentage of self-employment. This is slightly lower than the
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comparator areas.

By contrast there is a high percentage (13%) of small enterprises (10-49

employees) based on the Island.

Figure 22: Enterprises by Size, 2013

Source: UK Business Counts, Nomis 2013
3.43

The percentage of medium and larger companies that are based on the Island (+50 employees) is
broadly in line with the wider comparator areas. There are 10 enterprises based on the Island
which employ over 250 people, although not all necessarily on the Island.

Sector Analysis
There are over 500 enterprises in the construction, hospitality and professional, scientific &
technical sectors operating on the Island. This equates to just over 35% of all enterprises on the
Island. The fourth largest numbers of enterprises are in the retail sector, with just over 450 in total
(11%).
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Figure 23: Major Sectors by Enterprise Count on the Isle of Wight, 2013

Source: UK Business Counts, Nomis 2013

3.44

No other sectors comprise more than 10% of all enterprises on the Island.

Location Quotient
3.45

The structure of the business base on the Isle of Wight has been analysed against the wider
comparator areas and this analysis is illustrated in Figure 23. It indicates a very distinct breakdown
of enterprises on the Island.

3.46

The analysis shows that the Isle of Wight has a relatively high percentage of agriculture, forestry
and fishing, retail, hospitality and public sector (including education) enterprises, compared to the
wider comparators.
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Figure 24: Location Quotient of Major Sectors on the Isle of Wight, 2013

Source: UK Business Counts, Nomis 2013
3.47

The weaker sectors in terms of enterprise numbers include information and communications,
finance and professional, and wholesale activities.

Growth of Registered Businesses
3.48

Between 2010 and 2014, the number of enterprises operating on the Isle of Wight declined by 25
(- 0.6%), although the total number of enterprises in 2014 significantly higher than for the interim
years (see Figure 25).

3.49

The growth in the number of public sector enterprises masks a decline in the number of private
sector enterprises over the same period.

There was a particular decline in the number of

construction enterprises.
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Figure 25: Growth of Private and Public Enterprises on the Isle of Wight (2010-2014)
4,600
4,500

Enterprises

4,400
4,300
4,200
4,100
4,000
3,900
2010

2011
Private Sector

2012

2013

2014

Public Sector

Source: UK Business Counts, Nomis 2014
3.50

The information and Communications and Professional, Scientific & Technical sector saw increased
numbers of enterprises on the Island. Besides the Public Sector, other notable sectors of decline
were the retail and wholesale sectors.

Summary
3.51

The Isle of Wight is a unique economy with viability challenges resulting from major infrastructure
and physical barriers, precluding it from many of the markets it seeks to service and gain
employment from. As a result we see significant self-containment of both jobs and workforce. This
is also reflected in parts of the Isle of Wight being identified for assisted area status.

3.52

Some developers report that costs of development can be higher than attainable rental or sale
value. The Island also faces the issue of businesses in some sectors not being able to afford
market rents or being able to bridge the valuation gap in terms of investment finance.

3.53

The separation of the Island not just precludes market activity but also the ability for residents to
access further education. As a result the Island has a relatively low skilled population, which itself
has resulted in lower paid, unskilled employment (such as those in the hospitality industry which are
also seasonal) being more prevalent on the Island.
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3.54

Conversely the Island does have some potential growth associated with quality of place.

In

speaking to local agents there has been some inward investment from people looking to live on the
Island.
3.55

There is a particularly strong level of self-employment and micro-businesses on the Island.
However as we have noted elsewhere the success of smaller business is reliant on the quality of
communication and in particular broadband coverage.

3.56

The high percentage of hospitality businesses on the Island also highlights the reliance on that
particular industry for the Islands employment and economy. Although an area of strength the
sector does provide issues in terms of the quality of work it provides. Of particular concern is the
seasonality and low wages of the sector.

As a result the industry provides a conversely low

percentage of productivity to the Islands economy.
3.57

A number of the major sectors are also linked to consumer and population demand. These include
the retail and public sectors.

From an economic perspective these sectors are not ‘wealth

generators’.
3.58

There are a number of sectors of strength in the Island notably hospitality (through tourism) and
agriculture and fishing although again these are both low skilled and low paying sectors. In
comparison to the wider South east the Manufacturing sector is also particularly strong. This is
primarily a result of manufacturing transport equipment, much of which is linked to the marine
industries.
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4

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET ASSESSMENT
National Economic Conditions

4.1

The Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) published its Economic and Fiscal Outlook in December
2014. GDP growth was revised upwards to 3.0% for 2014, having been previously forecast at 2.7%.
However the OBR expect the economy to lose momentum through 2015 forecasting GDP growth in
2015 of 2.5%. This is attributed to weaker external demand and the expectation that consumer
spending growth will slow to rates more in line with growth in people’s incomes.

4.2

The OBR reports that the pick-up in growth since early 2013 reflects a cyclical recovery in demand
which is supported by growing confidence and improving credit conditions. However, this has not
been accompanied by an improvement in underlying supply potential.

4.3

The Office of National Statistics reported in January 2015 that the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
increased by 0.5% in the year to December 2014, down from 1.0% in the year to November. Taken
as a whole, prices for services increased by 2.3% in the year to December 2014 while prices for
goods decreased by 1.0%. The main contribution to the slowdown in the inflation rate came from a
fall in gas and electricity prices.

4.4

The Bank of England base rate continues to remain at its historic low of 0.5%. Forward guidance
provided by the Governor of the Bank of England in August 2013 stated that a rise in the base rate
would not be considered until the rate of unemployment fell below 7%. In February 2014, as
unemployment approached 7%, the MPC made a further guidance statement. This reported that
despite the sharp fall in unemployment, there remains scope to absorb spare capacity further before
raising the Bank Rate. When the Bank Rate does begin to rise, this is expected to be gradual, with
the approach to eliminate slack over the next two to three years and keep inflation close to the 2%
target.
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Figure 26: GDP Growth, 2003-14

Source: ONS

Office Market Review
4.5

At a national level, the office market performed strongly in 2013 with take-up 33% up on the
previous year. The first half of 2014 saw more modest take-up, despite improving wider economic
2

confidence according to Lambert Smith Hampton . As a result availability levels have however
continued to fall, and are now below the 10 year average reflecting limited new development since
2009. There is a notable lack of Grade A space available in some markets outside London. This is
now starting to feed through into positive rental growth in some areas.
4.6

Because of the cyclical nature of the economy the office market is still in a recovery phase and
continues to have relatively high level of vacancy. However, as the market continues to recover the
level of vacancy is likely to reduce.

4.7

Total office stock on the Isle of Wight was 94,000 sq m according to Valuation Office Agency (VOA)
data, although it should be noted that the most recent published data dates from 2008. The data
also shows a notable change in the four years leading up to 2008. This is outlined in Figure 27.

2

http://www.lsh.co.uk/campaigns/office-report/office-market-2013?sc_camp=24E6AD0779EA418EB933055F22A31EBB
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Figure 27: Total Floorspace on the Isle of Wight (2005-2008)
Square metres
(thousands)
All Bulk Classes
Offices
Factories
Warehouses
Total

2005
999
90
393
145
628

2006
1,001
94
390
146
630

2007
1,010
94
386
150
630

2008
996
94
378
149
621

Change
-3,000
4,000
-15,000
4,000
-7,000

Ave Annual
Gain/Loss
- 750
1,000
- 3,750
1,000
-1,750

Source: VOA, 2008
4.8

As illustrated, there was an increase in office and warehousing floorspace between 2005 and 2008
(+4000 sq m). However this was tempered by some losses in industrial floorspace over the same
period (-15,000 sq m). Overall the average loss in B class employment floorspace was 1,750 sq m
per annum.

4.9

The office market on the Island is focussed in a series of sub-markets. Newport has the highest
amount of office floorspace, mainly located around the north of the settlement area, as well as
pockets around the edge of the town. A large quantity of this space is at St Cross Business Park
which comprises recently built larger format office space.

The other significant area office

floorspace on the Island which comprises the recently built development at land south of Westridge
Cross as well as a number of older smaller scale town centre offices. The other larger settlements
of Cowes, East Cowes and Shanklin provide the remainder of the office supply which is again
mainly smaller scale office space.

Market Supply
4.10

Figure 28 shows the availability of office floorspace across the Isle of Wight in January 2014. The
information has been derived from the Estates Gazette Interactive (EGI) property database, which
compiles property agent letting information.
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Figure 28: Total Office Availability in IOW (sq m)
7,000
6,000
5,000
< 185 sq m

4,000

185-465 sq m
3,000

465-1,850 sq m
> 1,850 sq m

2,000
1,000
Cowes

East Cowes

Newport

Ryde

Shanklin

Source: EGI/GL Hearn – January 2014

4.11

Total availability as at January 2015 is shown as just over 6,500 sq m. Compared with overall office
stock levels for the Island, mentioned above of 94,000 sq m, this equates to a vacancy level of 7%.
In a healthy property market, it is considered normal for there to a level of vacancies as businesses
move, buildings are developed or refurbished and lettings take place. GL Hearn considers an
optimal level of vacancies in a functioning office market to be between 5-10%. This supports the
turnover of properties. The office vacancy level on the Island is within this optimal range.

4.12

There are currently 18 office units advertised as available on the Island. The majority (10 of 18) of
available office units are in Newport. This equates to 94% of the total available office floorspace.
4,970 sq m of office space is available is at The Apex Centre at St Cross Business Park in Newport
where four units ranging from 914 sq m to 1,916 sq m are currently available. This represents 80%
of the total available office floorspace in Newport and 76% of the Island’s total. In addition to this,
there is a smaller 140 sq m unit available on Monks Brook.

4.13

Availability elsewhere on the Island is limited to small scale (less than 200 sq m) provision. The 0.27
ha car wash site on Brading Road is currently being advertised as available for redevelopment for
office use pending planning permission.

4.14

The graph below shows the quality of available floorspace. Almost all of the available office
floorspace on the Island is second-hand. There is only one new build or fully refurbished office unit
currently available which is at Baring Chambers in Cowes. This comprises a very small (13 sq m)
unit being advertised on a short term flexible lease.
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Figure 29: Quality of Available Office Space on the Isle of Wight (sq m)
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
New - New Build
3,000

Second-hand Grade

2,000
1,000
Cowes

Newport

Ryde

Shanklin

Source: EGI/GL Hearn – January 2015

Industrial Market Review
4.15

Total industrial stock on the Isle of Wight was 527,000 sq m (B2: 378,000 sq m, B8: 149,000 sq m)
according to Valuation Office Agency (VOA) data, although it should be noted that the most recent
published data dates from 2008. The total quantum of industrial floorspace on the Island far
exceeds the total quantum of office floorspace (94,000 sq m).

4.16

The supply of industrial floorspace on the Isle of Wight is largely provided in the main towns, with a
considerable provision in Cowes and East Cowes and Newport as well as Ryde, and to a lesser
extent the Bay area and Ventnor.

4.17

Figure 30 shows the availability of industrial floorspace across the Island’s centres. The information
has been derived from the Estates Gazette Interactive (EGI) property database, which compiles
information property agent letting information.
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Figure 30: Industrial Availability in IOW (sq m)
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Source: EGI/GL Hearn – January 2015

4.18

Total availability as at January 2015 is shown as just under 10,000 sq m. Compared with overall
industrial stock levels for the Island, mentioned above, of 527,000 sq m, this equates to a vacancy
level of 2%. In a healthy property market, it is considered normal for there to a level of vacancies as
businesses move, buildings are developed or refurbished and lettings take place. The optimal level
of vacancies is generally accepted to be 5-10%. The Isle of Wight industrial vacancy level is below
this optimal level which may indicate local businesses not being able to expand or move to new
premises.

4.19

The available industrial stock on the Island comprises medium to small premises with only one unit
available above 1,850 – the Medina Building in East Cowes, offering 2,138 sq m of mixed industrial
floorspace. The rest of the available stock comprises small units. 100% of the available industrial
space is second-hand with a lack of grade A or refurbished space available. There has been a lack
of speculative development in recent times.

4.20

The ongoing management of the supply of industrial accommodation, particularly where it has water
access, in Cowes and East Cowes is an issue, particularly in light of the East Cowes Project, the
Solent Gateways scheme and development pressures. This poses a significant issue for the local
marine and marine renewable energy businesses, and should be addressed.

Take-Up
4.21

In Figure 31 we have plotted annual employment floorspace take-up by different B Class uses.
Where possible we have grouped these into offices (Use Classes B1a and B1b); Industrial (B1c and
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B2); and Storage and Distribution (B8). In a number of cases the sites were used for general
employment or mixed employment uses and have not been disaggregated.
4.22

Trends of historic take-up figures on the Island show that take-up rates are modest but have been
improving in recent years. Take-up rates on the Island following the recession were very low with
very few transactions throughout 2007 to 2011. The transactions that did take place during this
period were for smaller units. These floorspace figures should be treated with care as approximately
half of the transactions recorded did not disclose the exact floorspace figures.
Figure 31: Employment Premises Take-Up in IOW (sq m)
40,000
35,000
30,000
Mixed Industrial - (B1, B2, B8)
25,000
Storage and Distribution (B8)
20,000
Light Industrial / Industrial
(B1c, B2)

15,000

Office (B1a, B1b)

10,000
5,000
0
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Source: EGI/GLH – January 2015
4.23

Figure 31 shows the rate of annual employment floorspace take-up since 2006. Overall take-up
across the island spiked in 2012 at 36,400 sq m, however the majority (35,200 sq m) of this was in
a large part due to a single transaction at Land at Kingston Wharf.

4.24

In Figure 32 we have removed the Kingston Wharf transaction from the figures. This clearly shows
a marked increase in take-up in 2013 and 2014 suggesting that the market is beginning to show
signs of improvement and indeed exceeding take-up rates seen pre-recession. Although take-up is
heavily dictated by supply and these trends react to the development market and the quality of
vacant space available, it is a good indicator of market demand.
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Figure 32: Employment Premises Take-Up in IOW (sq m)
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2,000
0
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Source: EGI/GLH – January 2015
4.25

Annual average take up over the period shown equates to around 2,500 sq m, however a large part
of this time reflects a recessionary period. By excluding the 2008-11 period the average annual take
up is 4,261 square metres.

4.26

The number of office deals on the Isle of Wight demonstrates a similar pattern to that of the take-up.
There is a clear decline in the number of deals done during the recession years however since 2011
this has picked up incrementally year on year as the vacant stock enabled the market to respond to
increased demand. 2014 has seen an increased number of deals on 2013 although growth has
slowed. The growth seen in recent years has been across all B Class uses with the biggest growth,
both in terms of floorspace and number of transactions, seen in mixed industrial premises.
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Figure 33: Number of Transactions for Employment Premises in IOW
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Source: EGI/GLH – January 2015
4.27

The office market on the Isle of Wight is dominated by provision in Newport. Over the 2006 to 2014
period, 68% of office deals have been in Newport with 32% spread among other settlements on the
Island.
Figure 34: Location of Office Deals, 2006-2014

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

Newport
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
5
4
68%

Rest of Island
1
2
1
0
1
1
2
0
0
32%

Source: EGI/GLH – January 2015
4.28

The industrial market is also dominated by Newport although provision is slightly more evenly
spread across the Island. Over the 2006 to 2014 period, 46% of industrial deals have been in
Newport, with 19% in Ryde, and smaller numbers in all of the Island’s other major settlements.
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Figure 35: Location of Industrial Deals, 2006-2014
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Local Agents’ View
4.29

As part of this Employment Land Study we also contacted the main local commercial agents in
order to garner more contextual data for commercial property supply and demand on the Island.
Those who were available for substantial comments were from:
• Hose, Rhodes Dickson
• Scotcher and co; and
• Gully Howard

4.30

In general the commercial agents’ view of the Island was that demand for commercial space was
limited and the majority of recent take-up has been ‘move on’ space for existing businesses on the
Island. In the last year there has been a notable increase in take up (post-recession). While not a
B class use, the demand for retail floorspace has been higher than for office or industrial stock. This
is apparently being driven by large multiples now just seeing the Island as being a reasonable
market.

4.31

Inward investment has been weak, and that which has been attracted have been for personal or
historical reasons, linked to maritime or to supply the major occupiers already located on the Island
such as BAe and Vestas.

4.32

Cowes has a comparatively lower demand, although there is a reasonable level of demand for
marine related units, such as boat builders and smaller industries linked to supplying BAE. There is
currently limited demand for commercial property in East Cowes, although this is expected to
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increase in light of the East Cowes Project, the Solent Gateways scheme and development
pressures. This poses a significant issue for the local marine and marine renewable energy
businesses.
4.33

Agents described very limited demand for industrial or office units in the rural parts of the Island.

Office
4.34

The view from the agents in relation to office stock was mixed although they broadly agreed that the
demand for office stock has been particularly weak on the Island.

4.35

Some of the existing office accommodation is seen as too expensive given its poor quality. One
agent considered there to be an oversupply of office floorspace with Newport. Newport and Cowes
were the location for the bulk of the demand, although this was largely being met by the existing
supply. Agents also noted that there was some demand for office accommodation in Ryde linked to
the connectivity of the town.

4.36

The current rental level for office stock is in the region of £6.00-£9.50 per square foot (psqft) (£65 to
£102 per square metre (psm). This is a notably lower than at the peak of the market when £15 per
square foot (£161 psm) could be achieved. Serviced accommodation on the Island could go for as
much as £18-£22 per square foot (£194 – £237 psm) although this would also include business
rates.

4.37

Office rents on the Island are lower than those being achieved for Industrial floorspace. One agent
suggested that this was because most office stock on the Island is of a poor standard and second
hand.

4.38

The demand for office accommodation is driven by local companies wishing to expand. Recent
demand has been from a wide variety of companies including local public sector bodies (NHS), high
tech companies, research and development, architects, charities and renewable energy companies.

4.39

In terms of size, the demand for office stock is mixed with a range of between 1,500 and 18,000
square foot (sq ft) (139-1672 square metres (sq m)) being recently sold or leased. The largest
demand is for much smaller stock, with units less than 1,000 sq ft being most sought after.

4.40

There have been a number of recently built larger developments such as the APEX development at
St Cross Business Park which have not been let.

4.41

There was seen to be a gap in supply of good quality and affordable office accommodation on the
Island. Agents suggested a limited supply for office and starter units, although some recently
developed locations have stayed vacant for some time.
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Industrial
4.42

Across the Island the strongest demand for industrial commercial property is in Newport, although
there was also some demand for premises in and Ryde, Sandown and Lake. These areas are also
seen as the most viable for new-build development.

4.43

While Newport, and to a lesser extent Ryde, served the whole Island, it was seen that demand in
The Bay area was for local service industries.

4.44

The demand for industrial units has been driven by high tech industries as well as mechanics,
storage and local distribution. Agents reported strong demand for manufacturing space with direct
waterfront access which can be used to transport goods and provides a property type not available
in a lot of competing areas such as those inland on the mainland.

4.45

The largest demand is for industrial units between 500 and 1000 sq ft (46 – 93 sq m), although
agents reported some demand for up to 3,000 sq ft (279 sq m). Medium sized industrial units are
most sought after.

4.46

The current rental level for industrial stock is in the region of £7.00-£8.00 psqft (£75 -£86 psm),
although larger stock could go for as little as £6.00 psqft (£65 psm). Industrial rental values are
reported to be increasing on the Island. However the Island does have a large supply of older
poorer quality industrial stock (particularly in Cowes) which may be inhibiting this figure.

4.47

One agent suggested that for new build rental and office accommodation to be economically
viability the rental levels would require to be much higher than what are being currently achieved on
the Island. This is a similar scenario for the office accommodation.

4.48

Another agent noted that there has been no recent new build on the Island occurring without help
from either the HCA and/or the Solent LEP. Current capital value of industrial stock is apparently
the same as the build cost. It is therefore commercially not viable to be a developer on the Island.
Another issue of concern is the increase in build costs of between (20-30%) in recent years which
further exacerbates the viability problem.

4.49

There is demand for larger retail/trade counter units in Newport which could be consolidated to
separate location subject to market demand and might potentially release some of the trade counter
units within the existing industrial areas. Trade counter units in the region of 3,000-4,000 sq ft (279
– 372 sq m) are particularly sought after.

4.50

There is a notable gap in supply of the industrial stock in Ryde and Lake. There is a particular lack
of industrial units below 3,000 sq ft (279 sq m). While there are some vacant industrial units in Ryde,
the units were seen by agents as too large to meet the needs of the town.
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4.51

There is a distinct lack of new build industrial floorspace across the Island as it is not currently
viable to deliver them. Where viability pressures are less acute (i.e. Newport) there is a distinct lack
of supply of land or landowners are seeking too much for it. New-build industrial floorspace is most
likely to be viable in Newport.

4.52

Although there is a lack of supply of larger >5,000 sq ft (>465 sq m) industrial uses there is also a
lack of demand.
Future

4.53

Agents reported a need to attract further investment in the industrial stock, particularly small to
medium sized properties, and in areas where there is a lack of supply or turnover (Newport, Lake
and Ryde).

4.54

One agent provided a note of caution relating to over supply, indicating that more managed delivery
was required in order not to flood the market.
Summary

4.55

The Island’s office market is localised and small scale. It is particularly focused in Newport. The
demand profile is focused towards small to medium enterprises (SME) that require units of up to
1000 sq ft (93 sq m). Of those known the average annual take up is of office floorspace has been
4908 sq ft (456 sq m).

4.56

A high percentage of the office stock is second hand and poor quality. However the rental levels
being achieved on the Island are such that new build development (without government or LEP
incentives) are not viable.

4.57

The Island’s industrial market is also small and largely caters for the local market.

The average

annual take up is of industrial floorspace has been 70,601 sq ft (6,559 sq m). Demand has largely
been for units of up to 3000 sq ft (279 sq m) but focused towards 500-1000 sq ft (46 – 93 sq m) to
cater for SME demand.
4.58

There is a low rate of available floorspace and agents report particular gaps in supply at Ryde and
Lake. However, rental values are such that any new build development of industrial floorspace is
not currently viable.

Viability could be achieved in Newport (where rents are higher) and/or

elsewhere on the Island with a proactive public sector role.
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5

NEEDS ANALYSIS

5.1

This section considers development needs – in effect it considers what level of development the
Local Plan might be seeking to “provide for” over the period to 2012-2027 to align with the Core
Strategy and 2011-2036 to align with the emerging Space Strategy.

5.2

The assessment of need has been informed by for the PUSH Spatial Strategy. This has considered
the need for employment floorspace across the PUSH area but did not make any variances to
assumptions between the local authorities.

As such the analysis and assumptions did not directly

relate to the Island but the wider area.
5.3

As we have seen the economy, market and demand for employment land on the Island is quite
distinct from that on the mainland. We have therefore reviewed this work and developed it to reflect
more local circumstances.

5.4

The PUSH Spatial Strategy emerging evidence uses Oxford Economics (OE) 2013 forecasts for
projected job growth in the Solent LEP area in order to assess employment needs. The OE model is
primarily a labour demand model. It forecasts baseline jobs growth (based on past trends) plus
additional direct jobs associated with delivery of the Solent LEP’s Strategic Economic Plan (SEP).
The model forecasts job growth, split across 85 industry sectors, in each of the PUSH authorities –
including the Isle of Wight.

5.5

The OE model assumes employment growth in accordance with the Strategic Economic Plan’s
focus on the marine & maritime, advanced manufacturing, visitor economy, and transport and
logistics sectors. The model identifies additional direct job creation in these sectors and allocates
the direct jobs across each local authority using their current and expected future shares of sectoral
employment in the LEP area.

5.6

In addition to this, the model distributes more jobs to the cities of Southampton and Portsmouth in
line with the Southampton and Portsmouth City Deal’s objective to prioritise job creation in the two
cities. The model assumes that within Portsmouth and Southampton there will be an additional 25
percentage point increase in employment across all sectors of the economy (excluding agriculture
and fishing).

5.7

Based on the OE model, we have forecast a net increase of 3,100 new jobs on the Isle of Wight
over the period 2011-2036 and 3,250 for the shorted 2012-2027. This is considerably lower than
the 7550 job growth expected in the Core Strategy.

5.8

For the 2011-2036 period looking at these job forecasts in more detail we can see that there is
expected to be considerable growth in the following (rounded to the nearest 100 jobs):
• Real estate activities – 800 jobs;
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• Retail trade, except of motor vehicles – 600 jobs;
• Social work activities – 600 jobs;
• Residential care activities – 500 jobs;
• Office administrative, office support – 400 jobs;
• Specialised construction activities – 400 jobs; and
• Sports activities and amusement – 400 jobs.
Conversely there is expected to be significant losses in the following sectors:
• Public administration and defence – 800 job losses;
• Education – 600 job losses;
• Crop and animal production – 400 job losses;
• Accommodation – 300 job losses;
• Manufacture of rubber and plastic – 300 job losses.
5.9

For the 2012-2027 period looking at these job forecasts in more detail we can see that there is
expected to be considerable growth in the following (rounded to the nearest 100 jobs):
• Real estate activities – 500 jobs;
• Retail trade, except of motor vehicles – 400 jobs;
• Sports activities and amusement – 400 jobs.
• Food and Beverage Service Activities – 300 jobs; and
• Human Health Activities – 300 jobs.
Conversely there is expected to be significant losses in the following sectors:
• Public administration and defence – 400 job losses;
• Crop and animal production – 300 job losses;
• Manufacturing of other transport equipment – 200 job losses;

5.10

However these are perhaps too detailed to draw any meaningful conclusions from. We have
therefore merged the sectors into broader categories. Associated employment growth is illustrated
in the Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Net Job Growths on the Isle of Wight (2011 – 2036)

Source: Oxford Economics
5.11

The largest growth was expected within the business and private services, property services, retail
and culture leisure and recreation sectors. The business and private services sector includes legal
and accounting professionals, architect, scientific research and development which we would use B
class accommodation but also sub-sectors such as travel and employment agents and veterinary
activities which might not. The other sectors, retail, real culture leisure and recreation estate, may
have some office uses but would also require a-class and d-class accommodation.

5.12

We also see significant decline in the public sector (including health and education), hospitality,
agriculture and fishing, and manufacturing sectors. Only the last of these would typically uses,
significant B class accommodation, although public administration requires office space.

5.13

Looking more closely at the manufacturing sector there is expected to be an initial increase (to
2014) in jobs followed by more long term decline. This is a pattern expected to be seem nationally
but can be linked to increasing efficiency/productivity in the manufacturing sector rather than a
decreased demand for products.

5.14

For the Shorter term period we see similar patterns. The most significant difference is the that
hospitality industry in the shorter term is expected to grow but over the longer term it is expected to
decline.
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Figure 37: Net Job Growths on the Isle of Wight (2012 – 2027)

Chagne in Jobs
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Source: Oxford Economics
5.15

Linked to this is an expected increase in GVA on the Island which is expected to outstrip job growth.
The 3,100 increase in jobs is equivalent of 0.3% growth per annum. In contrast GVA is expected to
increase by 2.6% per annum and productivity by 2.3% per annum, both of which are higher levels of
growth than expected across the LEP. This reflects in part a low base level.

5.16

Over the shorter period the expected increase in GVA on the Island is also expected to outstrip job
growth. The 3,200 increase in jobs is again the equivalent of 0.3% growth per annum. In contrast
GVA is expected to increase by 2.6% per annum and productivity by 2.2% per annum. For the
manufacturing sectors the average per annum GVA growth is expected to be lower (1.5%).

5.17

Manufacturing will be important in driving wealth creation. This would suggest that businesses on
the Island (including the manufacturing sector were significant job decline is expected) are likely to
be more efficient going forward. The result is that a reduction in manufacturing jobs may not
necessarily directly translate into a lower demand for employment space

5.18

Forecasts for future employment land needs have been prepared by analysing growth in economic
sectors which typically take place in office, industrial or warehouse space and considering the
density of employment in these different forms of economic activity.

5.19

GLH have estimated the proportion of full time and part time workers for each industry sector. This
was achieved using data from the Business Register and Employment Survey (2012). GLH have
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then used the proportion for each industry sector to calculate the number of Full-Time Equivalent
(FTE) jobs in each sector on the Isle of Wight. This gives a FTE jobs growth figure per industrial
sector on the Island. GLH has extended the forecasts from 2030-36 on the basis of forecast growth
rates by sector over the 2025-30 period.
5.20

This FTE figure was calculated across all of the PUSH authorities to ensure consistency rather than
for the just the Isle of Wight. As established in Section 3 the Island has a far higher percentage of
part-time job that the wider area. Using a more localised FTE figure would see a lower growth
expected in full-time equivalent jobs.

5.21

GLH also took into consideration the impact of changing working practices on employment densities.
This includes growing numbers of workers working from home, home based businesses, and
practices such as hot-desking.

5.22

Workers who predominantly work from home or are based from home will not require B class
employment floorspace, and hot-desking allows increased job densities. To account for these
trends, GLH used the 2011 Census data for the percentage of the workforce on the Island that work
from home for each industry sector. GLH then applied a reduction equivalent to this percentage for
each industry sector to calculate the number of FTE jobs in each sector requiring employment
floorspace.

5.23

The modelling assumes that the proportion of employment which is ‘home based’ by sector remains
consistent to 2027 and 2036. While GLH acknowledges that it is likely that the proportion of home
based working may increase over this period, there is an absence of data quantifying the potential
extent of any such increase. Conversely some home workers would still require occasional office
space for meetings etc. so there may well have been a slight underestimation of demand for b-class
accommodation.

5.24

GLH next considered the proportion of employment in each of the industry sectors which is likely to
take place in the different B use classes – office or R&D floorspace (Use Classes B1a and B1b),
industrial floorspace (Use Classes B1c and B2) and warehouse/distribution floorspace (Use Class
B8).

5.25

We calibrated our standard model which relates the proportions of each sector to the employment
use classes with respect to the local economy. This was done through interrogation of the
composition of employment uses in key sectors at 4-digit SIC level in order to account for structure
of different sectors locally. This provided a locally specific breakdown of B use floorspace
requirements for each industry sector which is then used to derive the following forecasts of net
growth in FTE jobs for each of the B class uses:
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Figure 38: Forecast FTE Job Growth (Inc. WFH discount) by B Class Sector
Use Class Sector

FTE Jobs to 2027

FTE Jobs to 2036

B1a/b

832

1,059

B1c

-82

-195

B2

-268

-493

B8

163

122

Total B Class Uses

645

493

Source: GL Hearn
5.26

To these figures we have applied standard employment densities taking account of the HCA
nd

Employment Densities Guide: 2

Edition (Drivers Jonas Deloitte, 2010). We have converted figures

to provide employment densities for gross external floor areas on the following basis:
• Office (B1a, B1b): an average of 14.4 sq m GEA per employee based on a blend between
business park, serviced office and general office floorspace to take into account the
characteristics of the area. We have assumed that on average, the gross external area of
buildings is on average 20% higher than the net internal area;
• Light Industry (B1c): an average of 49.4 sq m GEA per employee based on manufacturing and
specialised construction activities;
• Industrial (B2): an average of 37.8 sq m GEA per employee based on specialised manufacturing
and repair services;
• Warehouse/Distribution (B8): an average of 70 sq m GEA per employee. This is towards the
middle of the range for B8 activities.
5.27

Arguably these densities do not reflect the character of the island and its employment stock,
particularly in the case of office and warehouse space. For office space we tend to see far more out
of centre office stock and conversely far less town centre based stock than what would be seen in
the wider Solent LEP area.

For warehouse space there are far fewer larger sheds linked to

distribution on the island than would be seen on the mainland.
5.28

When we applied the densities to the forecasts of net growth in jobs in B Class activities, we were
able to derive forecasts for net changes in employment floorspace. Over the shorter term the
forecast net requirement for the Isle of Wight was for an additional 11,997 sq m of B1a/b floorspace,
and 11,400 sq m of B8 floorspace. However the forecast calculated a net surplus of 4,000 sq m for
B1c floorspace and of 10,100 sq m for B2 floorspace. This equated to an overall net need
floorspace of 9,200 sq m for all B Class uses over the 2012-27 period.

5.29

Over the longer term the forecast net requirement for the Isle of Wight was for an additional 15,250
sq m of B1a/b floorspace, and 8,500 sq m of B8 floorspace. However the forecast calculated a net
surplus of 9,650 sq m for B1c floorspace and of 18,600 sq m for B2 floorspace. This equated to an
overall net surplus floorspace of 4,480 sq m for all B Class uses over the 2011-36 period. The
breakdown per B Class use is shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Growth in Employment Floorspace, 2011-2027/2036
Floorspace (GEA) (net) (sq
m) 2027

Floorspace (GEA) (net) (sq m)
2036

B1a/b

11,977

15,248

B1c

- 4,043

-9,646

B2

-10,115

-18,619

B8

11,381

8,536

9,200

-4,480

Use Class Sector

Total B Class Uses
Source: GL Hearn
5.30

Over both the longer and shorter term there is forecast a net reduction in the requirement for light
industrial (B1c) and general industrial (B2) floorspace, indicated by the negative figures. By way of
comparison, a reduction in floorspace in these use classes is forecast in the majority of the
neighbouring PUSH authorities. However the decline in need for industrial floorspace is expected to
be offset somewhat by the forecast increase in the office (B1a,b) and warehouse/distribution (B8)
need. This would still see a reduced demand of around 2,800 sq metres in the short term and
19,000 sq metres in the long term of industrial/warehousing stock and a need for 12,000 to 15,000
sq metres of office stock respectively.

5.31

In translating this this into employment land we have used a standard plot ratio 0.3 for all use
classes to reflect the typical density of employment development on the Island. In the longer term
this results in a need for around 5 ha of employment land for offices and a loss of around 6.5 ha of
industrial land (including a net requirement for 2 ha of warehousing). In the short term this results in
a need for around 3.6 ha of employment land for offices and a loss of around 0.8 ha of industrial
land (including a net requirement for 3.4 ha of warehousing). However, these are net changes and
do not take account of replacement demand, such as from existing companies requiring upgraded
floorspace.

5.32

In identifying what additional land may be needed for B-class use, there are a number of further
considerations:
• Expected losses of land/floorspace, particularly on poorer quality sites or through office to
residential conversions (which is now permitted development);
• Qualitative considerations, including the specific locational or land requirements of specific
sectors (for example, the marine sector particularly comes to mind);
• The case for providing some form of contingency to provide a choice of sites or flexibility to
ensure supply is not unduly restricted.

5.33

Employment forecasts are based on net changes in employment over time. However demand for
commercial floorspace also includes demand from companies which are moving premises for other
reasons, be this expansion, the end of a lease etc. In identifying how much land to allocate for
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employment development, we would expect some ‘recycling’ of employment land with losses of
poor quality sites which do not meet market requirements. We have therefore sought to consider
trends in take up in employment floorspace in order to consider an appropriate level in floorspace
demand as a result of churn.
5.34

We would seek to quantify the margin looking at historic trends in take up. Using the data outlined
in section 4 we have seen that in the more buoyant period take up has been around 4,200 sq m per
annum, the majority of which has been for industrial floorspace. While not all of this has been for
new build development an optimistic approach would be suggest that going forward the majority will
involve some new space being occupied.

5.35

We would recommended that an appropriate level of flexibility for the entire 2011-2036 period would
be for around five years’ worth of annual turnover. This would equate to around 21,000 sq m of
employment floorspace, with the majority being industrial stock. On the same basis over the shorter
term (2012-2027) need would be for around 16,800 sq m.

5.36

When this is translated into employment land (again using the same plot ratios as before) the need
is for around 1.3 ha of office floorspace and 5.8 ha of industrial land for the longer terms. Taking
this as a range from the forecast driven assessment we can see that there is a need for industrial
land is balanced (-0.7 ha) and the need for office floorspace is relative small up to 6.3 ha.

5.37

However this does not take into account qualitative considerations or contingency to provide a
choice of sites or flexibility to ensure supply is not unduly restricted. In consultation with local agents
there was a clear need for industrial and a lesser extent office floorspace on the Island.

5.38

For office stock, engagement of local agents identified a need for smaller low cost but good quality
accommodation. Newport and Cowes where also the location for the bulk of the demand, although
this was largely being met by the existing supply. They also noted that there was some demand for
office accommodation in Ryde linked to the connectivity of the town which was not always being
met.

In order to respond to this unmet need it may be a reasonable response to identify an

additional 2 ha of land in each these locations, 6 ha in total. This reflects the level of existing
employment floorspace in each area.
5.39

The agents identified a stronger demand for industrial commercial property. Newport was the focus
of the demand, although there was also notable demand in and Ryde, and The Bay area. The
largest demand is for small to medium units ranging from 500 to 1,000 square metres.

5.40

There is a notable gap in the industrial stock in The Bay area and Ryde and particularly for smaller
stock in the latter. While there is some vacancy in Ryde the units were seen as too large to meet
the needs of the town.
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5.41

Because of the strength of demand in these areas we would recommend a further 5 hectares of
industrial land are identified in The Bay area and Ryde with a further 10 hectares in in the Medina
Valley as the focus of the demand. Such a level would likely to satisfy the current demand as well
as provide flexibility in commercial property going forward.

5.42

Drawing this information together we would recommend the following level of employment land is
planned for over the longer 2011-2036:
• Office: From 6.3 ha up to 12.3 ha
• Industrial: From no net loss up to 19.3 ha
• Total: from 6.3 ha up to 31.6 ha

5.43

This takes into account the forecast need for office accommodations as well as demand for
industrial space and gaps in the market.

We have also taken into account the need to

accommodate flexibility and churn in the current business base, this would include move on space
and for redundant floorspace to be recycled.
5.44

Taking a pro-rata basis for the shorter plan period the following need is identified:
• Office: From 5.0 ha up to 9.8 ha
• Industrial: From no net loss up to 15.4 ha
• Total: from 5.0 ha up to 25.3 ha

5.45

This longer term level of need falls within the range of need identified in the 2012 Employment Land
Assessment (29-42 ha). This included a significant provision of churn. It is however lower than
range set out by GVA Grimley in the 2008 Employment Land Study (43-52 ha). However, the latter
is based on significantly higher growth prospects (1.2% per annum v 0.3% per annum).

5.46

The qualitative information relating to the distribution of need would suggest that there is modest
demand for employment floorspace in the rural parts of the Island. Conversely the Medina Valley
and in particular Newport is the focus of the demand for additional employment floorspace as well
as the location most likely to see take-up and churn. In addition there was demand in Ryde and
The Bay area for industrial stock and for some office accommodation in Ryde.

5.47

An indicative distribution of employment land based the existing employment land distribution(see
figure 3) and the distribution of apparent demand on the Island on would be as follows:
• Medina Valley – 75%
o Newport – 60%
o Cowes – 15%
• Ryde – 20%
• Bay Area and Ventnor – 5%
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5.48

While we have not considered labour supply on the Island the distribution of growth, with focus in
the Medina Valley and the other large settlements, would also reflect the likely distribution of
additional accommodation and therefore workforce on the Island.
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6

SITE ASSESSMENTS

6.1

This section of the report provides a review of the existing and potential employment land on the
Isle of Wight. It does not assess employment land on the Island, but focuses on the larger
employment sites, those of strategic significance, those which are subject to a change of use or
development application, current commitments, allocations for employment uses, and potential
new sites put forward in response to the Council’s call for sites.

Site Assessment Methodology
6.2

Site surveys were undertaken by GL Hearn in December 2014 using a site assessment proforma
3

which draws on best practice guidance and the PPG. The site assessments addressed:

6.3

•

The nature and intensity of use of the employment site;

•

Road access, including access by HGVs and servicing of existing businesses;

•

Access to local services/amenities for employees;

•

Physical constraints to the development and use of this site;

•

Nature of any bad neighbour or adjacency issues;

•

The age and quality of existing buildings; and

•

Public transport accessibility and adequacy of parking provision.

A general description of each employment site was prepared. The site survey included specific
consideration of the quality of sites and floorspace and their future suitability to meet market
demand.

6.4

We have reviewed the development potential of sites, the potential for intensification of use and
potential for extension of existing sites. Vacant land and floorspace on existing sites has been
recorded. Where development opportunities were identified, information was collected regarding
the potential availability of land for development, market attractiveness of the site, and any known
constraints (including infrastructure) which might impact upon the deliverability of development.

6.5

The assessments come with the caveat that neither a detailed investigation of land ownership and
lease structures nor detailed development appraisals to assess viability at a site-specific level (in
the absence of a development scheme) have been undertaken to inform conclusions on
developability. GL Hearn advises that the Council liaise with landowners and developers to
consider these issues in detail to inform any future site allocations.

3

South East of England Partnership Board (2010) Economic and Employment Land Assessments Guidance
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Sites Considered
6.6

The list below outlines the sites which have been assessed through this Employment Land Study.
th

th

These sites were visited on the 16 and 17 of December 2014.
Figure 40: List of Employment and Potential Employment Sites Reviewed
Site

Sub Area

Location

Nature of Site

Site Area
(ha)

Cowes Business
Park/Prospect Business
Park/Somerton Business
Park
Medina Wharf
Medina Yard
Victory Yard

Medina Valley

Cowes

Built

4.8

Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley

Cowes
Cowes
Cowes

Built
Built
Built

10.5
4.6
0.6

Site South of Three Gates Rd

Medina Valley

Cowes

Vacant

4.6

Venture Quays

Medina Valley

East Cowes

1.3

Kingston Marine Park

Median Valley

East Cowes

Carisbrooke Business Park
East of Pan Lane
Horsebridge Hill North
Horsebridge Hill South

Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley

Newport
Newport
Newport
Newport

Built
Not Yet
Commenced
Built
Allocated
Allocated
Allocated

Newport Harbour

Medina Valley

Newport

Built

Newport Industrial Area
Quarr Business Centre
Stag Lane Sites
Vittlefields Industrial Estate
Land at Osborne Works
SARO Site
East Street Business Park

Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Medina Valley
Ryde

Newport
Newport
Newport
Newport
Whippingham
Whippingham
Ryde

Built
Built
Allocated
Built
Commenced
Built
Built

38.7
3
16.9
1.4
4.1
9.1
0.5

Ryde

Ryde

Allocated

14.7

Ryde Business Park

Ryde
Ryde

Ryde
Ryde

Park Road Live Work Units

Ryde

Ryde

Rink Road Industrial Estate
Spithead Business Park and
Merrie Gardens

Ryde

Ryde

Built
Built
Not Yet
Commenced
Built

The Bay

Lake

Built

5.7

Sandown Industrial Area
Embassy Way Industrial
Estate
Whitecross
Business Park
Ventnor Industrial Estate
Ventnor Station Industrial
Estate
Bembridge Airport

The Bay
The Bay
The Bay
Ventnor
Ventnor
Rural East
Wight
Rural East
Wight
Rural East
Wight

Sandown
Sandown
Shanklin
Ventnor
Ventnor

Built
Built
Built
Built
Built

9.2
1.2
0.4
1.4
1.4

Bembridge

Built

4.8

Fishbourne

Built

0.2

Newchurch

Built

1.8

Land south of Nicholson
Road
Cothey Way

Fishbourne Quay
Langbridge Business Park
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Rookley Industrial Estate

Rural East
Wight

Rookley

Built

1.1

Palmers Brook Farm

Rural East
Wight

Wootton

Built

1.1

Golden Hill Fort

West Wight

Freshwater

Part built

1.8

Review of Existing Main Employment Sites
6.7

The site assessments are set out in the order of the sub-areas that they are located in.

Medina Valley
Cowes Business Park/Prospect Business Park/Somerton Business Park, Cowes

6.8

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

4.8

0.7

This industrial estate on the south west edge of Cowes is immediately adjacent to other
employment sites including the large BAE Systems site to the south. Cowes Business Park
comprises a mix of small and medium sized units under a mix of employment (B1, B2, and B8),
and vehicle repairs uses.

6.9

The building stock is mixed, both in terms of age and size of units. All appears to be in reasonable
condition. External vehicular access and internal vehicular movement is adequate for existing
users.

6.10

The site occupancy level is good with only four units vacant and being advertised at the time of
assessment. Occupiers are generally smaller local businesses which cross a variety of sectors.
They include Seaward Boats Development Co – part of the Island’s marine sector.

6.11

A small parcel of land (0.6ha) at the eastern edge of the industrial area is currently vacant and
could accommodate development for employment uses.

6.12

Somerton Business Park is to the East of Cowes Business Park and is comprised of general light
industrial buildings with a mix of ages. The building quality is slightly better than Cowes Business
Park although the occupancy level appears to be lower.

6.13

The site benefits from good circulation and access to the Strategic Road Network linking the town
to Newport.

There is also a small parcel of land (0.13ha) at the north eastern edge of the

industrial area is currently vacant and could accommodate development for employment uses.
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6.14

Recommendation: The site is in one of the key employment locations on the Island
accommodates a number of industrial uses and is well occupied. Policy should support
retention of the site for continued employment use.
Medina Wharf, Cowes

6.15

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

10.5

None

This is a large waterside site located on the southern edge of Cowes on the western bank of the
River Medina. The site is occupied by PD Port Services and operates as the Island’s main
commercial wharf transporting bulk materials. It is a single user site.

6.16

Access to the site was via Arctic Road which links the site to Newport Road (A3020) avoiding the
residential area to the north of the site. The site sustains a high volume of HGV traffic and the
access appears adequate to accommodate this. The site has secure on-site parking and loading
facilities. Part of the site along the river is in Flood Zone 3.

6.17

There is potential for the intensification of uses to the southern end of the site, subject to current
operational needs of the current occupiers of the site.

6.18

Recommendation: The site should be retained for current use with support given subject to
suitable access provision for development/intensification of the southern end of the site to
accommodate expansion of existing occupiers and uses. This is a good quality waterfront
site on the Island and as such it should be protected.
Medina Yard, Cowes

6.19

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

4.6

None

This is a large boatyard site is located in central Cowes on the western bank of the River Medina.
Part of the site along the river is in Flood Zone 3. The site is a former boatyard which is currently
partly under general employment uses (including some boatyard uses) and partly unoccupied.
Around an estimated 50% of the site is unoccupied. Occupiers are small scale local businesses.

6.20

The site is located close to Cowes Town Centre and is within walking distance of the town centre
amenities. To the west of the site is a largely residential area and there are residential properties
close to the site fronting Thetis Road which could be negatively impacted by intensive
employment uses at site depending on the use. External and internal access is adequate with onsite car parking and the majority of units having vehicular access. Local streets are used for
residential parking meaning intensification of uses at the site could cause conflict and would
potentially need to be supported by a parking provision.
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6.21

The site is in a poor state of repair and units are in very poor condition. Despite its poor condition
the site is home to a number of the Islands major maritime based companies. In its current
condition the site is likely to be nearing the end of its viable use. The site could be redeveloped to
improve existing stock and release land for other uses.

The site in its current condition has a

negative visual impact on the Cowes landscape/townscape
6.22

The location is suitable for employment uses requiring water access supported by a residential-led
mixed use development comprising, office and town centre uses. However the site is highly likely
to require remediation to enable redevelopment which may influence the viability of
redevelopment and potential mix of floorspace.

6.23

Recommendation: The site is in a good strategic location, however the poor quality
environment and units mean the site does not necessarily meet users’ requirements, which
is reflected in the low rents. However as the accommodation is cheap there is a high
occupancy rate although some of the users do not require a waterside location. Given the
waterside location, we recommend the retention of some marine based employment uses
is essential and should be supported.
Victory Yard, Cowes

6.24

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

0.6

None

This is a small employment site located between Medina Wharf and Medina Yard in Cowes. The
site comprises six small industrial units arranged around a forecourt area. The site is located on
the waterfront with riverside access to the rear of the site, although most units are unrelated to the
water.

6.25

The units are small scale, reasonable quality corrugated metal sheds with vehicular access and
parking provision to the front. Occupancy levels are good with the majority of the units being
occupied by small local businesses. There is no potential for intensification or redevelopment of
the site.

6.26

Recommendation: Victory Yard provides good quality general employment provision for
small scale local businesses and has high levels of occupancy.

The site also has

waterfront access. We recommend that policy supports the continued use of this site for
local level general employment provision.
Site South of Three Gates Road, Cowes
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

4.6

4.6

Previously developed land
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6.27

This is a vacant site within a predominantly industrial area on the south west edge of Cowes. The
site is surrounded by existing employment sites including the large BAE Systems site to the south
and Cowes Business Park to the north. To the north east corner of the site is a recently developed
discount retail store.

6.28

The site is flat, vacant and cleared. Vehicular access into the site is in place but there are no
internal roads within the site. Access is off Three Gates Road close to the junction with the A3020.
The site is in an area of relative demand.

6.29

Recommendation: A vacant, cleared site surrounded by existing employment uses in an
accessible location on edge of Cowes. The site is a suitable and logical opportunity for
development for employment uses. Whilst it has commenced and there is existing policy
protection for a site of this size, it could benefit from further policy protection.

Venture Quays, East Cowes

6.30

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

1.3

None

The site is located close to the centre of East Cowes, just to the north of the floating bridge. The
existing employment site provides deep water access to the Solent at the mouth of the River
Medina.

6.31

The site currently contains the historic Venture Quays building which provides a combination of
office, light industrial and warehouse accommodation to suit the needs of a variety of businesses
which has been utilised by a number of industrial and marine business. Space is available at the
site on flexible terms to be let on a short, to medium term, basis.

6.32

The site forms part of an area of East Cowes (also including Trinity House Depot, Red Funnel
ticket office, Public Conveniences and Camelia) which has been subject to proposals for a new
Red Funnel ferry terminal and wider regeneration. This was first permitted by planning permission
P/00027/06, granted in October 2007, which has since lapsed.

6.33

The proposals have been carried through the in Solent LEP Strategic Economic Plan and secured
£15m of funding as part of the local growth deal for highways infrastructure needed to bring
forward development the wider site. A business case has been prepared for further funding to
bring forward development at the site as part of the Solent Growth Deal Consultation December
2014. This document outlines the development ambition for the sites at East Cowes to demolish
the existing Venture Quays, Trinity Wharf, and Phoenix Yard sites to create a larger ferry terminal
as well as providing the following: 272 residential units; 3,425 sq m of retail floorspace; 2,800 sq m
of office floorspace; 2,322 sq m of industrial floorspace; and 3,900 sq m of leisure uses.
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6.34

Recommendation: The site is key site as identified in the Strategic Economic Plan and the
delivery of the new ferry terminal is key to not only unlocking sites in East Cowes but also
improving connectivity to the mainland. The Council should therefore consider allocating
the site for a mix of uses including some employment land.

Kingston Marine Park, East Cowes
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

6.8

6.8

Undeveloped site with extant
permission

6.35

The site is located on the southern fringe of East Cowes on Saunders Way. The site borders the
River Medina to the west with direct river access along much of the site’s western flank. East
Cowes Power Station is to the north of the site, and there is agricultural land to the south and east.
The site falls within the Medina Valley Key Regeneration Area.

6.36

Outline planning permission (ref. P/00494/11) was granted in November 2012 for the erection of a
marine business park comprising up to 15,000 sq m of office, research and development, light
industrial, and storage and distribution uses.

6.37

The submitted information demonstrates that that the lower platform of the site will accommodate
the scale of buildings required for modern boat construction and fitting (including the ability to work
on upright, masted boats under cover), with a 200 tonne hoist dock on a piled concrete deck
enabling the movement of large boats.

The site could provide some accommodation from

boatyards being relocated from elsewhere on the Island including potentially from Median Yard.
6.38

The application calculates that the development would support between 336 and 382 new jobs at
the site, depending on the final use mix, and 97 to 111 indirect jobs on the Island.

6.39

Work has yet to commence on site but the outline permission remains extant. It is understood that
at the time of application the intention was for the HCA to fund the infrastructure with South Boats
Special Projects, as the intended occupier, funding the construction of the buildings. However,
South Boats Special Projects went into administration and whilst they retain a presence in Cowes,
it is understood that it no longer has the intention to occupy the Kingston Marine Park.

6.40

Recommendation: The site falls within the Medina Valley Key Regeneration Area and
provides direct access to the River Medina with the potential to accommodate a
considerable quantum of marine related development, and indeed there is an extant
permission for such uses currently in place although work has yet to commence.
Recommend support protection of this site for employment land and in particular marine
related industries. The Site should be considered as part of the committed supply.
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Carisbrooke Retail Park, Taylor Road, Newport

6.41

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

2.6

None

this site is located off Gunville Road on the western fringe of Newport, approximately 0.6 miles
south of the A3054 and 1.8 miles west of Newport Town Centre. The area surrounding the site is
predominantly residential in nature. The site is predominantly occupied by retail occupiers and as a
result has the feel and function of an out-of-centre retail park.

6.42

The site comprises a number of medium-sized units, the majority of which are in use as A1 retail
occupied by national multiples such as Argos, Mothercare, and Carpetright. One of the units is
vacant. Only one of the units remains in employment use which is a larger industrial/warehouse
unit to the north of the site which is occupied by Johnson Electrical.

6.43

The Johnson Electrical unit is a two storey warehouse unit estimated to date from the 1990s. At the
date of assessment the unit was undergoing renovation.

6.44

Internal access is good and each of the units has its own car parking provision.

6.45

Recommendation: The site predominantly operates as an out-of-centre retail park. There is
a sole unit in employment use. While this unit provides good quality employment space,
this is not significant enough to warrant policy protection. We recommend that retail
designation should be considered to reflect current uses.
East of Pan Lane, Newport

6.46

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

2.8

1.9

Allocated

A small scale industrial estate on the south east fringe of Newport approximately half a mile from
Newport Town Centre. The site is bounded by residential properties to the north and open
agricultural land to the south and east. The site is currently occupied by a number of vehicle repair
businesses principally in sui generis use. The buildings and general surroundings of the site are in
a poor state of repair and parking on the site is badly managed.

6.47

Access to the strategic road network is poor and via a minor residential road and Pan Lane itself is
a narrow country road with passing points. Internal circulation is very poor with the majority of the
internal roads being used for vehicle parking/storage.

6.48

The site is allocated under policy SP3(c) of the Isle of Wight Core Strategy (2012) to deliver a
range of B1 and B2 uses suitable to a mixed-use scheme. The allocation includes the creation of a
new access road linking the site directly to the A3020.
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6.49

Recommendation: Existing employment site is of poor quality and the access to site is very
poor. Wider site allocated as part of the East of Pan Lane allocation to provide additional
employment provision and a new road access to the site.
Horsebridge Hill North, Newport

6.50

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

10.6

10.6

Allocated

Large greenfield site on the northern fringe of Newport, approximately 1.5 miles north of Newport
Town Centre. The site currently does not appear to be in use. We assume the most recent use
was agricultural. The majority of the site is undeveloped although there are a number of farm
buildings in the south west corner of the site.

6.51

The site is accessed by Horsebridge Hill (A3020) although vehicular access into the site is poor
and would require upgrading. The site is approximately 500m north of the existing industrial area
(Newport Industrial Area) to the east of Dodnor Lane, although there is currently no access
between the two. The Horsebridge Hill South site sits between this site and Dodnor Lane.

6.52

Horsebridge Hill North and South sites are allocated under policy SP3 (a) of the Isle of Wight Core
Strategy for employment uses. Delivery of the Horsebridge Hill North site for employment uses is
not dependent on bringing forward development at the Horsebridge Hill South site to provide
access to the site. However, it is considered that if they are brought forward independently then the
northern side would be isolated from, and relate poorly to, Newport’s existing employment uses.
Therefore, we consider Horsebridge Hill North represents potentially a longer term development
prospect outside of the current plan period.

6.53

At present the site is being promoted for a mixed use development. By continuing the long term
allocation for employment land the Council could be preventing this and other uses coming forward.
We therefore recommend that the site should be considered the site for an employment led mix of
uses including some form of enabling residential.

6.54

Recommendation: Potential for site to be brought forward as part of larger scheme
including redevelopment of Horsebridge Hill South site. The Council may wish to consider
the nature of the allocation focussing more on a mix of uses and the physical extent of the
allocation.
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Horsebridge Hill South, Newport

6.55

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

11.9

11.2

Allocated

Large greenfield site on the northern fringe of Newport located to the north of St Mary’s Hospital.
To the south east of the site is the large industrial area (Newport Indsutrial Area) which extends
down towards Newport Town Centre. Access to the site is via Dodnor Lane.

6.56

The site currently does not appear to be in use. We assume the most recent use was agricultural.
The majority of the site is undeveloped although a small portion of land in the south west corner of
the site has been used to extend the hospital car park.

6.57

Along with the Horsebridge Hill North site, Horsebridge Hill South is allocated under policy SP3 (a)
of the Isle of Wight Core Strategy for employment uses. As the South site relates well to existing
employment areas, delivery of this site should precede delivery of the North site, particularly if
access improvements are required.

6.58

The site is the obvious expansion location for the Island’s premier employment area but also the
hospital. Local agents suggest demand for industrial space in this location is relatively strong.
Any delivery of the site may have to be managed to ensure that the market is not flooded and that
delivery reflects demand at that time.

6.59

Recommendation: The site is an obvious extension to the existing industrial area. It is
suitable for a range of employment uses including (as allocated) healthcare and care-related
provision, social and community facilities, leisure uses and open space. Delivery of the site
could facilitate future expansion of the employment uses at the Horsebridge Hill North site,
if required. The site allocation should be retained.
Newport Harbour, Newport

6.60

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

1.7

1.7

Redevelopment Opportunity

Located close to Newport Town Centre on the eastern bank of the River Medina, this site
comprises a number of buildings and areas of hard standing used for boat works and storage. The
site also includes the former Isle of Wight Bus Museum and Boat Museum buildings which are
currently unoccupied. There is also a new build/renovation office building currently occupied by
Isle of Wight Council. The site is situated along the river and is in Flood Zone 3.

6.61

The site is located within walking distance of Newport Town Centre and the main employment
area in north Newport on the opposite side of the river. There is good strategic access to the site
and good internal movement as well as areas used for car parking and/or boat storage.
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6.62

There is one good quality new office building on the site. The vacant units are in an average
condition and could be redeveloped in the short term, subject to market demand.

6.63

The site is within a flood zone 3 indicating a high level of flood risk. The site is therefore not
suitable for residential uses. Furthermore while the Council overseas the Newport Harbour Estate
is does not have the powers to grant leases of harbour estate for a period of more than three
years. Therefore it may be difficult for any alternative uses being viable.

6.64

Recommendation: Although the site is a good quality site in an accessible location with
waterfront access, it does not form part of the core employment offer of Newport. This is
understood to be, in part, due to the practical difficulties associated with bringing the site
forward. We recommend redevelopment of unoccupied buildings, with preference given to
marine related activity, subject to market demand, although a mix of uses should be
considered including office floorspace.
Wakes, Dodnor, Riverway, Daish Way, St Cross Business Park, Newport
(Newport Industrial Area)

6.65

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

38.7

0.6

Brownfield/infill sites

An extensive employment area in the north of Newport extending north from Medina Way (A3020)
to the northern edge of the town. The area is bounded to the east by the River Medina to the west
by the Isle of Wight College and St Mary’s Hospital. There are open agricultural fields to the north,
which include the designated Horsebridge Hill sites.

6.66

The area comprises a wide mix of office, industrial, retail and other uses. The southern part of the
area is dominated by large retail park units occupied by national multiples such as Currys, PC
World, and Pets at Home. Along the river are smaller units including a variety of industrial and
vehicle repair uses as well as a public house and a warehouse unit in use as a training centre and
another as an indoor skate park. The waterfront properties with river access are small scale and
generally in a very poor condition. This part of the area falls within Flood Zone 3.

6.67

To the north of this are larger properties in general industrial and warehouse and distribution use
with some trade counter and retail uses interspersed. The northern part of the area comprises
larger industrial units including the large Vestas unit, which has river access. At the northern end
of the area is St Cross Business Park which comprises recently built, larger format office space.

6.68

Generally the area is well used – occupancy rates are good and there was considerable vehicular
traffic and pedestrian activity throughout. The building stock is varied with a mix of building ages
and sizes, meeting the needs of a range of occupiers from national through to small local
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businesses. The only area where occupancy levels were low was at St Cross Business Park
where a number of the office units are being advertised but have yet to be let.
6.69

There are some small plots within the industrial area which are currently vacant. There is a vacant
0.2 ha site which has an unimplemented planning consent for concrete batching plant and cement
distribution depot at Blackhouse Quay. This can be considered part of the committed supply.

6.70

There is also another vacant and cleared 0.4 ha site on Daish Way. Both of these sites could
support redevelopment for employment uses.

The site is the flagship employment area on the

Island and according to the agents we consulted with, demand for this area is high.
6.71

Recommendation: This is the key primary employment area in Newport and on the Island.
The area supports a wide range of employment and other uses and has a varied building
stock. It benefits from a good location close to Newport Town and the strategic road
network.

The Council should seek to retain and protect this area for employment use.

The site at Blackhouse Quay should also be considered as part of the committed supply.
Quarr Business Centre/Carisbrooke Business Park, Newport (ountjoy)

6.72

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

3.0

None

This small business park to the south of Newport is situated just beyond the settlement boundary.
The site is bounded to the north by a churchyard and on the other three sides by open agricultural
land. The site in located within Carisbrooke Conservation Area and is outside, but adjacent to, the
AONB.

6.73

The business park comprises three separate elements. Due to the steep topography of the site
these form three distinct areas. The northern part of the site comprises small industrial units
accommodating a mix of general industrial and vehicle repair uses. The south west part of the site
comprises a courtyard office development with small scale office units around a central parking
area. Again, the units here are not in good condition. The south eastern part of the site is occupied
by Vectis Blue Bus Company who uses the site predominantly for vehicle storage.

6.74

The external access is adequate but internal roads are poor with low quality road surfacing which
combined with the steep topography would not seem ideal for bus uses. The units and built
environment are in a poor condition with a large amount of vehicle storage in the area. Car
parking appears adequate for existing uses but loading space is limited.

6.75

Recommendation: Poor quality site but well occupied and meeting the need for small local
businesses. Continued employment use should be supported in line with the Core Strategy
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Policy to support employment sites of over 1Ha that contribute to sustaining the local
economy.
Stag Lane Sites, Newport
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

16.9

8.8

Vacant

brownfield

site,

partially allocated
6.76

Three sites are in a semi-rural/edge of town location, approximately 2 miles north of Newport
Town Centre. Two of the sites have recently been developed or are under construction. One site,
with waterfront access, now comprises office and industrial uses and is occupied by Vestas and
the other contains an anaerobic digestion plant which is currently under construction. The
buildings and surrounds are part of a recent development and are of a high quality.

6.77

The 8.8 ha undeveloped site is a former civic amenity site and as such may be extremely complex
to develop, which might have knock on viability issues for delivery. The site is allocated to deliver
a range of B1, B2 and B8 employment uses by Policy SP3(b) in the adopted Isle of Wight Core
Strategy. The site has recently improved road access, linking the site to the A3020 approximately
1 mile to the west, although further capacity may be required at this junction to support further
uses.

6.78

This out of settlement site is around 5km from central Newport. The vacant land being located
adjacent to a major occupier and with infrastructure already in place, constitutes a logical
extension to the existing employment provision. This would constitute a good location for heavy
industry or high-tech businesses linked to the existing uses.

6.79

Recommendation: The existing occupied employment land is of a good quality and should
be protected for employment use. Development of the 8.8ha brownfield vacant land would
represent a logical extension to existing employment uses, and make use of infrastructure
improvements already in place.

Because of the scale and location of the site it is

recommended that the allocation of this land for employment uses is retained.
Vittlefields Industrial Estate, Newport

6.80

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

1.4

None

A former farm site in a rural location on the A3054 approximately 2.5 miles west of Newport. The
site consists of converted farm buildings and some newer purpose built units containing a mix of
office and light industrial uses.
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6.81

The site is located on the A3054 with access directly off this road. Internal vehicle movement and
circulation however is difficult. The site is split into two sections with separate external access
points. Car parking provision is limited with informal unmarked parking throughout, adding to
difficulty of movement.

6.82

The site is fully occupied. One of the three occupiers of the site is a marine navigation equipment
manufacturer, which falls into two of the Island’s key industrial sectors of marine industries and
high end manufacturing.

6.83

Recommendation: The site functions adequately for the needs of the existing businesses.
There is no opportunity to intensify uses at the site. It is not considered that a specific
policy response is necessary.
Land at Osborne Works, Whippingham/Island Technology Park

6.84

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

4.1

4.1

Greenfield site

Greenfield site located on the A3021 approximately 1.5 miles south of East Cowes. The site is
located directly to the south of the GKN Aerospace site, and is surrounded on the other three sides
by open agricultural land. The site is a good location for employment development being adjacent to
both the strategic road network and existing employment uses.

6.85

Planning permission (ref TCP/29971/B) was granted in March 2011 for the development of the site
to create 16,861 sq m of class B1/B2/B8 employment floorspace, along with a new junction off
Whippingham Road and estate access road. Development has commenced.

6.86

The site is currently vacant and ready for development. Vehicular access is in place but there is no
further development on the site. The site is currently being advertised and is being marketed as
‘Island Technology Park’.

The HCA are in negotiation with prospective tenants to take over the

whole.
6.87

Recommendation: The site is ready to be developed and we would expect it to be built out
once a tenant is in place. The site is in a suitable location for employment related uses
being located next to existing high end industrial site and having good strategic road
access.
SARO Site, Whippingham

6.88

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

9.1

9.1

Vacant brownfield site

Large vacant site located on the east bank of the River Medina in a rural location approximately
one mile south of East Cowes. The site of the former Folly Works, which closed in 1996. The site
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is no longer in use but a number of large buildings and large areas of hard standing still remain on
the site is various states of disrepair. The majority of the site is considerably overgrown. Any
redevelopment of the site would first require site clearance and, it is assumed, remediation.
6.89

The side has waterfront access.

The western part of the site is within Flood Zone 3. The Medina

Park caravan park is located close to the south east of the site and Folly Inn is to the south. Site
access is via Folly Lane which is a very narrow country road primarily providing access to the
caravan park. Access improvements would be required to bring the site back into use.
6.90

Planning application (ref TCP/01419/U) was submitted in January 2014 and is currently pending
consideration. The proposed scheme involves redeveloping the whole site to provide 99
residential dwellings; 651 sq m of B1(a) floorspace and 158 sq m of B8 floorspace; a hotel; retail
and cafe uses.

6.91

Recommendation: This historic employment site is suitable for mixed-use redevelopment,
subject to infrastructure improvements. The site has remained out of use for a
considerable time and bringing the site back into employment use has proved problematic.
A mix of uses should be considered at the site to support the viability of redevelopment,
with any application treated on its merits. Access improvements would likely be required to
support redevelopment.
Ryde
East Street Business Park, Ryde

6.92

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

0.5

None

This is a small employment site in Ryde. The site is in a predominantly residential area and is
surrounded on three sides by residential properties and, to the south, by the railway. The site is
within Flood Zone 3. The site comprises a number of small industrial sheds. The units were well
occupied by local businesses under a variety of industrial and vehicle repair uses.

6.93

The buildings are very tightly packed and there is ad-hoc vehicle parking and loading to the front of
the units. This makes vehicle circulation very difficult within the site. Building quality is poor, the site
providing for the lower end of the market. There is no room for expansion of the site.

6.94

Recommendation: Small site with small low quality units providing cheap accommodation
for local businesses, currently well occupied as such. We do not consider that a specific
policy response is necessary.
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Land south of Nicholson Road, Ryde

6.95

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

14.7

14.7

Greenfield site - Allocated

This is a large Greenfield site located on the south eastern fringe of Ryde approximately one mile
from Ryde town centre. To the north of the site is Ryde Business Park. This site provides an
opportunity to expand the existing business park. The site is allocated in policy SP3(d) of the
adopted Isle of Wight Core Strategy to deliver a mix of primarily smaller scale B1 and B2 uses.

6.96

The site is currently undeveloped land used for agricultural purposes. The site slopes slightly from
north to south and contains some hedgerows and tree coverage. There is currently no vehicular
access into the site however an extension to Nicholson Road would provide access and an
alternative access could be created from Smallbrook Lane to the south.

6.97

The site is of a significant size – much larger than the neighbouring Ryde Business Park. We
consider that it is questionable as to whether there would be sufficient demand for a site of this
size in this location to be developed solely for employment uses. This site could be considered for
a mixed use scheme through the AAP.

6.98

Alternatively the northern part of the site (approximately 4.5 Ha) could be spilt from the remainder
of the site to be allocated for employment use. The remainder of the site could be released for
other uses.

6.99

Recommendation: Large Greenfield site representing an opportunity to expand Ryde
Business Park. Recommend development of the site for residential led mixed use scheme
incorporating some employment uses to north of site (4.5 Ha).
Cothey Way, Ryde

6.100

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

7.0

None

This is a recently developed business park. It is a strong employment location on the south
eastern fringe of Ryde approximately 1.5 miles from Ryde Town Centre. The site comprises six
large units under office and industrial uses.

6.101

The site has been recently developed and both the units and surrounds are of high quality offering
high spec accommodation. The site is located on the A3055. Internal site roads are good. There
is considerable car parking provision although there was some overflow parking on the access
roads.
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6.102

The site is now fully built out and there is no opportunity for further development at the site. The
site is fully occupied. Occupiers include high tech manufacturers such as Neutrik and Pascall
Electronics.

6.103

Recommendation:

This

recent

development

provides

high

quality

employment

accommodation with good strategic road access. Occupiers are generally high end and
include key industry sectors. Recommend protection of this site for continued employment
use.
Ryde Business Park, Ryde

6.104

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

6.3

None

This key/primary business park is located on the south eastern fringe of Ryde approximately one
mile from Ryde Town Centre. The site is located 0.5 miles from the A3055 with access via the
Great Preston Road which is a predominantly residential road.

6.105

The site comprises large industrial units the majority of which date from the 1990s but include
some newer units including the recently built Liz Earle site at the south of the site. All units are
currently occupied by local and national businesses including builders’ merchants, storage and
distribution, and industrial uses.

6.106

The units are well maintained and the public realm is pleasant with landscaping and trees mixed
throughout. Each unit has its own car parking provision although there was considerable on street
parking on the internal site roads. Most of the units have their own loading bays.

6.107

Recommendation: The site provides high quality large scale employment accommodation
with reasonable strategic road access. Recommend protection of this site for continued
employment use as a key/primary employment location.
Park Road Live Work Units, Ryde

6.108

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

0.6

0.6

Brownfield site

This is a former national grid site on Park Road in Ryde approximately half a mile east of Ryde
Town Centre. The site has been cleared and is currently vacant. The area to the west of the site is
predominantly residential in character and the site is bounded to the west by residential properties.
The site is surrounded on the other three sides by small scale employment uses which have built
up along the railway line which runs close to the eastern boundary of the site.
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6.109

Planning permission (ref P/01271/11 - TCP/16485/D) was granted in December 2013 for a mixed
use development comprising 11 houses, 5 live work units, and a 3 storey office building with
associated works. At the date of assessment this extant permission had yet to be implemented.

6.110

The site is located within walking distance of both Ryde town centre and Ryde St Johns Road
train station. Access to the strategic road network is reasonable with the A3055 half a mile to the
east.

6.111

Recommendation: There is extant planning permission for a mixed use development at the
site which should be considered part of the committed supply. No specific policy response
is considered necessary.
Rink Road Industrial Estate, Ryde

6.112

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

0.7

None

This employment site located in Ryde approximately half a mile east of Ryde Town Centre. The
area to the west of the site is predominantly residential in character and the site is bounded to the
north and west by residential properties. The site is bounded to the east by the railway line. The
site forms part of an area of small scale employment uses which have built up along the railway
line.

6.113

The site comprises small industrial units under a mix of light and general industrial (B1c and B2)
uses. The units and built environment are of good quality and the site is generally well maintained.
Vehicular access and car parking provision appears adequate for existing uses. Occupancy levels
are good with occupiers predominantly being small scale businesses with a high proportion of
electrical and engineering businesses.

6.114

Recommendation: Good quality site is sustainable location providing good quality small
space accommodation. Recommend protection of the site for general employment uses.

The Bay Area
Spithead Business Park and Merrie Gardens, Lake
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

5.7

1.9

Previously

developed

land

and vacant cleared site
6.115

This is a general employment area located on the A3056 on the western fringe of Lake. The site
comprises a wide variety of employment uses including B1, B2, B8 and vehicle repair uses. The
western part of the site – around Lake Industrial Way – comprises smaller light industrial units
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which include trade counter and retail sales space. The middle part of the site contains larger units
under general industrial, storage and distribution, or vehicle repair uses.
6.116

To the east of the site is Spithead Business Centre – a two storey 1960s office building under B1
uses, currently in poor condition with industrial/warehousing units to the rear. The eastern half of
this building is currently vacant and the north east corner of site is currently fenced off, pending
an application for other (retail) uses.

6.117

At the eastern end of the site, bordering Whitecross Lane, is a 0.4 ha plot of land which is
currently undeveloped and vacant (land at Spithead Business Park). Planning permission for the
development of this site for residential and employment uses as well as related highways
improvements was granted in March 2009, and renewed March 2012 (TCP/27927/A)

6.118

To the north of the existing business park, on the north side of the A3056, is a 1.9 ha site known
as Land at Merrie Gardens. Planning permission for the development of this site for a hotel and
bar uses as well as related highways improvements was granted in March 2009, and renewed
March 2012 (TCPL/22278/M).

6.119

At the date of assessment, work at the northern site had begun while work at the southern site
was yet to commence. The permission also included highways works to redevelop the junction of
the A3056 and Whitecross Lane to provide a roundabout, which is now in place and operational.
According to local agents demand for industrial area in this location is relatively high.

6.119

Recommendation: Good quality site with variety of employment uses, and is well used with
high levels of occupancy. Recommend the site is protected for general employment uses.
Part of the land to the south of the A3056 (approximately 0.2 ha) should be regarded as an
employment commitment.
Sandown Industrial Area, off Avenue Road, Sandown

6.120

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

9.2

4.5

Previously developed land

Large industrial area on the north western edge of Sandown on the A3055. The area is divided into
different areas including the East Yard Industrial Estate and Senator Trading Estate. To the east of
the industrial area is a large area of previously developed land which has been cleared and is
currently vacant. The majority of the site is within Flood Zone 3.

6.121

The industrial area comprises units of a variety of sizes. The area is generally well maintained and
is well paved and signed. The area appears to have been built out on an ad hoc basis and internal
circulation could be improved. Each unit has its own car parking provision, although this appears
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inadequate to meet existing need and there is considerable on street parking. The site is served by
a good public transport service with a 15 minute bus service to Newport and Ryde.
6.122

There is no scope for redevelopment or intensification within the existing employment area but to
the east of the site is the 4.5 ha vacant land which could provide a natural extension to the industrial
area subject to market demand. Access to this potential extension site is already in place via
College Road with potential secondary access via Faulkner Lane, although improvements will be
required. The vacant area is bounded on three sides by unused open land and there are no obvious
potential neighbour issues.

6.123

At the date of assessment no marketing of the site was visible. We understand that part of the site
already has permission but as with the wider site has flood risk issues. The permission in place
includes two B1 buildings, totalling approximately 3,000 sq m. We understand however the site is in
an area of flood risk and may not be developed without mitigation. The permission also included
the dinosaur museum which has been built out.

6.124

Recommendation: This is key/primary industrial estate where continued employment use
should be supported. The vacant 4.5 ha site extension could be considered for allocation as
a suitable expansion area subject to viability, demand and impact analysis.
Embassy Way Industrial Estate, Sandown

6.125

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

1.2

None

Industrial units adjacent to Sandown Airport site. The site is located to the north of the airport site
with access from the A3056 via a half mile narrow rural road which crosses the end of the runway.
The site is in a rural location with open agricultural land on three sides and the airport runway to
the south. Naturally, this provides an excellent location for airport related businesses.

6.126

The site is well occupied with majority of the units are occupied by airport related industries such
as air frame assembly. Demand for the units will most likely continue to be from airport related
industries, hence commercial interest is expected to be limited to niche operators.

6.127

Although the nearby Lake area is a popular industrial area the site is quite detached from this and
market interest for general employment uses to be limited

6.128

Recommendations: This site is most suitable for airport related employment uses. No
specific policy response is necessary.
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Whitecross Business Park, Shanklin

6.129

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

0.4

None

Small Business Park located on the eastern edge of Shanklin approximately half a mile north of
Shanklin Town Centre. The area surrounding the site is predominantly residential in character.
The site is on Whitecross Lane which joins the A3056 approximately half a mile to the north.

6.130

The site comprises two two-storey buildings providing 20 small office/light industrial units. The site
is well maintained and the quality of the units is reasonable. The size and age of the units would
likely suit small local businesses. Some of the units are occupied by non-employment uses
including a gym. There is demarcated parking on site but the small size of the site makes internal
manoeuvring somewhat difficult.

6.131

Recommendation: Small site providing low quality small units providing cheap
accommodation for local businesses, and is well occupied as such. We do not consider
that a specific policy response is necessary.
Ventnor Industrial Estate
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

1.4

0.7

Redevelopment

and

Intensification opportunity
6.132

This is a low density industrial estate located in north Ventnor approximately 1 mile north of
Ventnor Town Centre. The site is located close to the B3327 however access into the site is poor
via St Margaret’s Glade which is a minor residential road.

6.133

The site comprises some small scale industrial units with considerable unused open space. The
quality of the building stock is very poor and the internal roads are poorly maintained and are in a
poor state of repair. There is informal parking throughout the site. There is no street lighting.
Approximately half of the units appear to be occupied by local businesses under a mix of industrial
uses and skip hire.

6.134

Approximately half the site comprises vacant sites or undeveloped land. Most of the existing units
could be redeveloped to intensify uses at the site, potentially consolidating existing uses to a
smaller area allowing redevelopment of the remaining site for other uses such as residential.

6.135

Recommendation: The poor quality of this site mean that we do not consider it appropriate
to seek to retain employment use and that appropriate alternative uses should be
considered subject to access considerations. No specific policy response is necessary.
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Ventnor Station Industrial Estate

6.136

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

1.4

None

This industrial area is on the northern edge of Ventnor approximately half a mile north of the Town
Centre. The units are generally of reasonable quality and are in good condition. The site was fully
occupied at the date of assessment. Occupiers are generally local businesses under a mix of
industrial (B1, B2, and B8) uses. This includes the engineering firm, Island Scientific.

6.137

The site is surrounded on three sides by banking although the site itself is flat. The site is fully
developed and due to the topography there is no room for expansion.

6.138

The site access is directly onto the B3327 which joins the A3055 approximately half a mile to the
east. Each unit has parking provision and there was parking along Old Station Road. Page the
Packers has a specific loading area. The smaller units have roadside loading or informal loading
to the front t of units.

6.139

Recommendation: Good quality existing general employment site, in use and well occupied,
which meets the local employment needs for Ventnor. We recommended the site is
protected for general employment uses. There is no room for future expansion.

Rural East Wight
Bembridge Airport, Bembridge

6.140

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

4.8

1.7

Undeveloped land

This site is comprised of land to the north and east of the Bemrbridge Airport estate, located on
Sandown Road (B3395) approximately 1 mile south west of Bembridge. The site constitutes a
potential expansion area for the airport.

6.141

The site is in a rural location with the airport buildings to the south west of the site and the airport
runway beyond. There is open agricultural land to the north of the site, a campsite to the south, and
Steyne Wood to the east. The northern part of the site is in Flood Zone 3.

6.142

A single unit has been built on the eastern part of the site together with an associated access road.
At the date of assessment the site was being advertised for storage and warehousing uses. The
northern part of the site – to the rear of the airport buildings – remains undeveloped.

6.143

According to local agents there is limited demand for industrial units on this part of the Island.
Access to the site is restricted and additional infrastructure would be required to improve this. The
site could support additional employment floorspace subject to market demand.
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6.144

Recommendation: Site provides potential for future expansion of airport and other
employment. No specific policy response is required.
Fishbourne Quay, Fishbourne

6.145

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

0.2

None

This is a small industrial site located close to Fishbourne ferry terminal. Despite its proximity to the
ferry terminal the area surrounding the site has a predominantly rural/residential in character.

6.146

The site comprises small retail units along a road with waterside access into Wootton Creek which
leads directly on to the Solent. The western half of the site is in Flood Zone 3. The units appear to
be new and are in good condition. However 75% are unoccupied and were being advertised to let at
the date of assessment.

6.147

Access to the site is very poor, via a single track road. Each unit has its own loading bay, but there
are no formal parking arrangements.

6.148

There is no potential for further development at the site and, other than increasing occupancy levels,
no scope for intensification of uses.

6.149

Recommendation: Site provides good general quality units in waterside location. Suitable
for small scale marine uses. Recommend retaining site for general and marine employment
use.
Langbridge Business Centre, Newchurch
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

1.8

0.5

Redevelopment of vehicle
parking/storage areas

6.150

Small industrial area located in rural location at the northern edge of the village of Newchurch.
Access to the site is via a minor road which joins the A3056 approximately 1.5 miles to the south via
a narrow bridge. The site has three occupiers: The Garlic Farm, Yates Brewery – both of which use
the site for storage and distribution uses – and Bartletts Service Station vehicle repairs.

6.151

The site comprises a mix of buildings, generally small in size and of reasonable quality and
reasonable well maintained. The site comprises large areas of hard standing which are used for ad
hoc vehicle parking, loading/unloading and open storage. In addition to this there is an 0.3 ha area
to the north east of the site, and a 0.2 ha area to the west of the site which are currently used for ad
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hoc vehicle parking/storage. These areas could provide potential for intensification, subject to the
business needs of occupiers.
6.152

Due to the location and site access, it is unlikely that the site would be required to provide further
employment land and viability would potentially be questionable.

6.153

Recommendation: Well occupied site providing employment land for local businesses. No
policy response is required.
Rookley Industrial Estate, Rookley
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

1.1

0.3

Storage

area

suitable

for

redevelopment
6.154

This is an industrial estate located on the A3020 in the village of Rookley approximately 3.5 miles
south of Newport. The site is within the village and is in close proximity to residential properties.

6.155

The eastern half of the site comprises medium sized industrial warehouse units under general
industrial uses. These units are generally in good condition and are fully occupied. Internal site
roads and circulation is good and the units have ample car parking provision and loading space.

6.156

The majority of the western half of the site is used for storage and scrap of vehicles. It also
comprises a large semi-derelict warehouse and vehicle weighbridge to the rear.

6.157

There is a vacant plot at the south east corner of the site suitable for redevelopment. In addition to
this the western part of the site used for vehicle storage could be redeveloped for more formal
employment uses although the local agents view is that there is very limited demand for
employment floorspace in this area.

6.158

Recommendation: Recommend retention of site for general employment uses reflecting
good access to strategic network and quality of eastern part of site. The Council should
support development proposals which seek to improve the quality and environment of the
site.
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Palmers Brook Farm, Wootton

6.159

Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

1.1

None

This rural industrial estate is located just off the A3054 just beyond the western edge of Wootton.
The site is surrounded on all sites by open agricultural land.

6.160

The site comprises five industrial sheds providing a number of small industrial uses. The units are
under a mix of B2 and B8 industrial and some vehicle repair uses. Occupancy rates were
reasonable, and the site generally supports local employment provision. At the date of assessment
vacant units were being advertised for B2 use.

6.161

Internal sites roads are of poor quality. There is no formal demarcated car parking and there is
considerable roadside parking and loading. The internal road surfacing is in a poor state of repair.

6.162

Recommendations: Small site providing low quality small units for local businesses, and is
well occupied as such. We do not consider that a specific policy response is necessary.

Rural West Wight

6.163

Golden Hill Fort, Freshwater
Site Area (ha)

Vacant Area (ha)

Nature of Vacant Land

1.8

1.2

Undeveloped

This is a small industrial area on the northern fringe of Freshwater. The site is located just off
Colwell Road (A3054) which is the main east/west road on the northern part of the Island. The site
forms part of the industrial area with some smaller units to the north of the site and larger
warehouse units to the west.

6.164

There are four industrial units with car parking provision located at the centre of the site. These
units are of reasonable quality and were occupied at the date of assessment. To the west of this is
a 0.4 ha plot of undeveloped land comprising overgrown scrub including some mature trees.

6.165

To the east of the site is a 0.8 ha plot of undeveloped land, some of which has been cleared in
preparation for development. External access is already in place to both plots.

This site has

planning permission (TCP/26553/A) for construction of four industrial units (Classes B2 B1 and B8)
with ancillary stores/shelters and parking. Development appeared to be underway on the eastern
plot.
6.166

The site is located in a less accessible part of the Island and demand is likely to be modest for
employment uses in this location. However the site does provide potential to meet local employment
needs for the west of the Island.
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6.167

Recommendation: Site with existing units in use and well occupied. Meets the local
employment need for west of the Island and thus should be protected for general
employment uses. The Extant has permission for additional B class employment uses on
part of the site.
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7

SUPPLY ANALYSIS

7.1

Within the previous section we assessed 36 existing or potential employment sites. However not
all of these sites are available or suitable for development. We have made a recommended
response for all sites and identified where the response seeks a specific retention or
redevelopment of the site for employment uses.

7.2

In addition, we have also sought to quantify the supply of committed and potential future supply.
This includes a review of potential site losses.

7.3

Within this section we have made a recommendation against each of the sites we have visited.
Our recommendations can be grouped into the following four categories:
• Principal/Key Employment Sites – These are the key current, good quality employment sites on
the Island. Policy should support the continued use of these sites for B-class employment and
resit development proposals for alternative uses;
• Other/General Employment Sites – These sites would also be identified in the local plan maps,
but the policy approach might be more flexible – such as allowing employment generating uses
such as sui generis, trade counter, car showrooms etc;
• Allocations of Land with Development Potential – These are vacant sites which should be
considered for specific or continued allocations in the local plan, as sites with future development
potential; and
• Sites with Potential for Redevelopment for Other/Mixed Uses – Where there is not potential for
employment-led development, and but where a policy response is considered appropriate to
support development of the site – such as for other uses/mixed uses. These include sites which
are no longer suitable for continued or future employment uses.

7.1

This process has identified a total of approximately 54.5 ha of vacant or developable land across 15
sites. The sites are spread around the Island, however nearly two thirds of that identified (34.8 ha)
is in Newport. However, not all of these sites are available or suitable for development and
not all are recommended for continued employment use.

7.2

Some of the land identified comprises plots in existing employment sites which could be intensified
or are vacant or underused. Development of these sites would be supported under local plan policy
with a presumption in favour of granting permission for the intensification of uses on the wider site
subject to design, access, landscape impact etc.
Principal/Key Employment Site

7.3

Paragraph 21 of the NPPF sets the need for local planning authorities to set criteria, or identify
strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match the strategy and to meet anticipated needs
over the plan period. This section sets out those existing and future sites which are strategic to the
economic needs of the Island.

7.4

We have identified four principal existing employment sites across the Island. These are as follows:
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• Cowes Business Park/Prospect Business Park/Somerton Business Park, Cowes;
• Newport Industrial Area, Newport
• Ryde Business Park, Ryde; and
• Sandown Industrial Area, Sandown
7.5

These are the main employment locations on the Island and it is therefore recommended that these
sites are protected in the local plan for continued B-class uses.

7.6

We are mindful that some of these sites have over the years have seen an element of sui generis,
trade counters and other non-B class employment generating uses locating on them. Further
proliferation of such uses should not be viewed favourably.
Other/General Employment Sites

7.7

We have identified 11 other/general existing employment sites across the Island, which are as
follows:
• Medina Wharf, Cowes;
• Victory Yard, Cowes;
• Quarr Business Centre/Carisbrooke Business Park, Newport;
• Stag Lane Sites, Newport (occupied sections);
• Rink Road Industrial Estate, Ryde;
• Spithead Business Park and Merrie Gardens, Lake (occupied sections);
• Ventnor Station Industrial Estate;
• Fishbourne Quay, Fishbourne;
• Rookley Industrial Estate;
• Golden Hill Fort, Freshwater; and
• Land south of Westridge Cross, Ryde.

7.8

Broadly these sites are important local industrial estates which supply local employment as well as
servicing the wider economy. We recommend that these sites should continue to be protected by
planning policy, but that the policy approach might be more flexible.

7.9

Unlike the principal/key employment sites, this might allow alternative employment generating uses
such as sui generis, trade counter, car showrooms etc. to be located on the site (subject to wider
relevant planning considerations including landscape and visual impact, access, and design). By
allowing such uses, policy can support wider employment on the Island without having to lose the
most important B class accommodation.

7.10

However, in these locations B class uses should be given preference and alternative uses should
be fully justified including a requirement to assess the wider impact of the proposed use on the
functioning of the existing b-class uses.
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7.11

A number of these sites should potentially be afforded additional protection through policy, on the
basis of having waterside access. These sites may require specific policy to retain these uses on
site or to promote the site for a specific industry. These sites are:
• Medina Wharf, Cowes;
• Victory Yard, Cowes; and
• Fishbourne Quay, Fishbourne
Allocations of Land with Development Potential

7.12

We have recommended the continued allocation for employment uses of four sites, these are:
•

East of Pan Lane, Newport SP3(c) (2.8 Ha) – The site is part of a wider allocation which
seeks to deliver a mix of uses to the South of the Town. At present the employment uses
are poor quality and access is poor. However delivery of the wider sites including a new
access road would unlock this site. The market view of the area is also of relatively
strong demand for employment floorspace in Newport.

•

Horsebridge Hill South, Newport SP3(a) (11.9 Ha) – The site is an obvious expansion
location of the key/primary employment location on the Island, with good access and
suitable surrounding uses. Demand for employment uses in Newport is relatively strong.
The site could also accommodate employment uses linked to any potential expansion of
the hospital.

•

Stag Lane Sites, Newport SP3(b) (8.8Ha) – This vacant part of this site is a suitable
location for additional employment space. Access to the site is in place and neighbouring
uses are appropriate. As with the existing neighbouring uses, the site would be an
appropriate location for larger scale industrial uses although this might be a longer term
allocation. Given the mitigation required on the site the Council may wish to take a flexible
approach to this site to ensure delivery of other (non-B class) employment generating
uses are considered.

•

Land south of Nicholson Road, Ryde SP3(d) (4.5 Ha) – This expansive site is located
to the south of Ryde. It is unlikely that the island would require an employment location of
this size and in this location. The site should be considered for other uses although some
land adjacent to the Ryde Business Park (4.5Ha) should continue to be allocated for
employment uses if required.

Potential Allocations of Land with Development Potential
7.13

We have identified four sites which we recommend for allocation based on their location, potential
use, access and current status. However allocation of some of these sites come with caveats.
The sites are:
•

Kingston Marine Park (6.8 Ha) – The site has planning permission for a considerable
quantum of marine related employment land. Although work has yet to commence, the
strategic nature of the site means that it should be protected from alternative proposals.

•

Land at Osborne Works, Whippingham/Island Technology Park (16.9 Ha) – Access
to the site is in place and is being marketed for employment uses. The site has good
strategic access and appropriate neighbouring uses. Although demand for employment
space in this location is currently weak it is expected to grow once wider redevelopment
of East Cowes take place. The site could also accommodate some of the existing
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employment uses which require relocation from East Cowes. The site also has planning
permission for 16,851 sq m of employment floorspace.
•

Site South of Three Gates Road, Cowes (4.6 Ha) – The site is an obvious expansion
location of one of the key/primary employment locations on the Island, with good access
and suitable surrounding uses. While demand for employment uses in Cowes is
relatively low, the site should nevertheless be safeguarded for future employment uses.

•

Sandown Industrial Area, Sandown (4.5 Ha) – At the end of College Close there is an
obvious extension site to this key/primary employment site which could supply longer
term employment land on a previous developed land. There is some demand for
employment floorspace to service local need subject to flood mitigation.

Sites with Potential for Redevelopment for Other/Mixed Uses
7.14

We also identified a number of vacant, current or derelict employment sites which could be
developed or redeveloped for a mix of uses. While development or redevelopment of the site for
other uses is more likely some the sites could still contribute some future employment land
although this would not necessarily be in their previous form or scale. In addition we have also
identified four sites which we do not consider suitable or viable for long term employment use in
their current condition.
•

Newport Harbour, Newport – This is a prominent site in Newport which includes large
vacant sheds which were not previously in B class uses. The sites current primary
function is as a boat storage area with some office space. The site should be considered
for redevelopment for a mix of uses (possibly with some employment floorspace) while
seeking to retain waterfront access/marine-related employment.

•

Horsebridge Hill North, Newport SP3(a) – The site is an obvious long term expansion
location of the key/primary employment location on the Island. Demand for employment
uses in Newport is relatively strong. However the site should not be retained for
employment uses if this are unlikely to materialise. With that in mind the site should be
considered for a mix of uses but preference should still be given to any proposals which
are employment-led.

•

Ventnor Industrial Estate – This is a poor quality employment location to the north of
Ventnor. Access to the site is via a comparatively new residential area. The site is part
vacant and in extremely poor quality. There is very little demand for new employment
floorspace in this area and any redevelopment focusing on employment may not be
viable. The site should be considered as a long term loss of employment floorspace.

•

Medina Yard, Cowes – The site is in a good strategic location, however the poor quality
environment and units mean the site does not meet the wider economic requirements,
which is reflected in low occupancy rate (and low rents). The site provides some low
grade employment accommodation however this may be better located elsewhere
(subject to affordability considerations). We recommend support of proposals for mixed
use redevelopment. Given the waterside location, the retention of some marine based
employment uses is essential and should be supported.

•

Venture Quays, East Cowes – The site is an important strategic location which is
earmarked for redevelopment. The redevelopment will not only unlock key sites on the
Island but also improve connectivity. The site should be considered for redevelopment
for a mix of uses including a new ferry terminal and some employment uses.

•

Carisbrooke Business Park, Taylor Road, Newport – Although the site has some B
class employment uses, the primary function of the site is for retail uses. The site should
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therefore not be considered as being able to provide any further employment uses and
any designation should reflect its current use.
•

SARO Site, Whippingham – This is a long term derelict employment site with poor
access and likely contamination. The site has been marketed for redevelopment for
some time with limited interest. The current proposals are for a residential led mixed –
use development. Access improvements will be necessary; as with the other sites the
Council should seek to ensure an element of employment uses on the site. .

No Policy Response
7.15

The remaining sites were not regarded as meriting a specific policy response. In the main these
sites were small industrial locations which were functioning but were not strategic enough to merit
long-term protection. Those site are:
• Vittlefields Industrial Estate, Newport;
• East Street Business Park, Ryde;
• Whitecross Business Park, Shanklin;
• Langbridge Business Centre, Newchurch;
• Embassy Way Industrial Estate, Sandown; and
• Bembridge Airport, Bembridge and
• Palmers Brook Farm, Wootton.

Quantifying Future Supply
7.16

As well as providing policy responses for each site we have also quantified the likely supply of
employment land each would contribute. We have set out four tranches of potential employment
land supply which relate to our recommendations as set out previously in this section. These
sources reflect the Core Supply of future employment land, these are:
• Committed Supply – Sites with planning permission or Outline Planning Permission for
Employment Land;
• Current Allocation - Vacant Sites which are available, suitable and achievable to deliver
additional employment land and have existing policy support;
• Recommended Allocation – Vacant Sites which are available, suitable and achievable to deliver
additional employment land; and
• Vacant or cleared sites in existing key/primary or general employment locations where there is a
realistic chance of delivery.

7.17

The allocation of sites will be made by the Council. These will reflect the most suitable sites
for development taking into consideration among other things market demand, landscape
impact, sustainability, infrastructure etc. as well as public consultation.

7.18

In addition we have also identified locations of further potential supply.

These are generally sites

were we have recommended redevelopment of a site for other or a mix of uses, but where some
employment provision is retained or re-provided subject to market demand and detailed feasibility
analysis. Finally we have also quantified the potential loss of employment floorspace as a result of
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redevelopment of existing employment sites. Combined these provide us with an indication of the
net supply of floorspace on the Island.

Core Supply
Committed Supply
7.19

The first of these groups comprise around 11.6 ha of employment floorspace across five sites which
we have identified. These sites are located across the island although there is no permitted
floorspace in The Bay area. All of these sites have planning permission to delivery additional
employment land. When translated to employment land this floorspace is the equivalent of around
4.7 ha of supply. A summary of these sites is outlined in Table 37.
Figure 41: Committed Supply of Additional Employment Use
Newport Industrial Area
Kingston Marine Park
Golden Hill Fort, Freshwater
Osbourne Works
Park Road Live Work Units, Ryde
Total

Sub Area
Medina Valley – Newport
Medina Valley – Cowes & East Cowes
Rural Wight
Medina Valley – Cowes & East Cowes
Ryde

Area (Ha)
0.2
6.8
0.3
4.1
0.2
11.6

Source: GLH 2014
Existing Allocation
7.20

The second of these groups comprise around 28 ha of potential additional employment land. These
sites are located across primarily in Newport and with a single site based in Ryde. These sites are
existing Core Strategy allocations. A summary of these sites is outlined in Table 38.
Figure 42: Supply from Existing Allocation (ha)
Site
East of Pan Lane, Newport
Horsebridge Hill South, Newport
Stag Lane Sites, Newport
Land South of Nicholson Road (part of)
Total

Sub Area
Medina Valley - Newport
Medina Valley - Newport
Medina Valley - Newport
Ryde

Area (ha)
2.8
11.9
8.8
4.5
28.0

Source: GLH 2014
Recommended Allocations
7.21

The third of these groups comprise around 26 ha of potential additional employment land. These
sites are located in Cowes and the Bay Area. These sites are obvious extension sites to existing
employment sites which are in locations where there is likely to be demand for additional
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employment land. Development of these sites is subject to market demand and further caveats. A
summary of these sites is outlined in Table 39.
Figure 43: Supply from Sites Recommended for Allocation (ha)
SSite
oLand at Osborne Works
uSite South of Three Gates Road, Cowes
Sandown Industrial Area, Sandown
r
Total
c

Sub Area
Medina Valley – Cowes & East Cowes
Medina Valley – Cowes & East Cowes
Bay Area

Area
(ha)
16.9
4.6
4.5
26.0

e: GLH 2014
We have also recommended allocation for Kingston marine Park once developed. However, the
site is included in the committed supply and to avoid double counting is not included in this part of
the supply.
Intensification Opportunities
The third a final group in the core supply is from small parcels of land in supported existing
employment location which could be developed or redeveloped for additional employment uses.
These sites comprise around 1.6 ha of employment land.
Figure 44: Potential Employment Land Through Intensification of Existing Employment
Sites
Site
Cowes Business Park
Newport Industrial Area
Rookley Industrial Estate, Rookley
Total

Sub-Area
Medina Valley – Cowes & East Cowes
Medina Valley - Newport
Rural Wight

Area
(ha)
0.7
0.6
0.3
1.6

Source: GLH 2014
7.22

There are also a number of other sites which could deliver additional employment land, however
these are either subject to planning permission and thus previously included as part of the supply,
or are at sites which do not have a specific policy response.
Secondary Supply

7.23

In addition there is also some limited potential supply from a number of other sites which we have
not recommended specifically for employment development but where employment floorspace
could be provided as part of mixed-use development.

7.24

We have purposefully not quantified this supply because it is not guaranteed nor is it possibly given
the potential mix of uses is not agreed. These sites have no or limited existing employment land at
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present. Any potential redevelopment would be expected to provide additional employment land
therefore a net gain can be expected. However the quantum of which would be dependent on the
exact proposals. These sites are:
• Venture Quays;
• Newport Harbour, Newport; and
• SARO Site, Whippingham.
Probable Loss
7.25

There are also a number of existing employment sites which due to their current condition makes
them likely to be a net loss of employment floorspace. Both sites are suitable for redevelopment
and the existing uses could be accommodated within the existing stock elsewhere on the Island.
Together these sites would, if redeveloped, result in a loss of 6.0 ha of employment land.

Figure 45: Potential Employment Land loss through redevelopment of existing employment
locations

Site

Sub Area

Ventnor Industrial Estate
Medina Yard, Cowes
Total

Bay Area
Medina Valley – Cowes & East Cowes

Area
1.4
4.6
6.0

Source: GLH 2014
7.26

In addition we recommend the Carisbrooke Business Park at Taylor Road in Newport is redesignated on retail use.

7.27

Although the existing Core Strategy policy is to protect existing employment sites of over 1Ha the
quality of employment land at both these sites suggest that they are coming to the end of their
usable life.

7.28

For the Medina Yard site we have recommended comprehensive redevelopment including the
retention some maritime related employment uses on the site. However as with the secondary
supply sites the extent and nature of employment uses would be dependent on the exact proposals
for the site.

Overall Supply Position
7.29

Taking into account the committed and recommended supply as well as intensification opportunities
as well as potential losses.

We can see that there is a significant potential net supply of

employment land on the Island.
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Figure 46: Potential Net Supply of Employment Land (ha)

Location

Committed
Supply

Medina Valley Cowes & East
Cowes
Medina Valley Newport
Medina Valley Total
Ryde
Bay Area
Rural Wight
Total

Existing
Allocations

Recommended
Allocation

Intensification
Opportunities

Probable
losses

Total Net
Supply

21.5

0.7

4.6

28.5

10.9
0.2

23.5

11.1

23.5

0.2

4.5

0.6
21.5

1.3

4.5
0.3
11.6

28

26

24.3
4.6
1.4

0.3
1.5

6

52.8
4.7
3.1
0.6
61.2

Source: GLH 2014
7.30

Overall there is a net identified supply of 61.2 ha on the Island. This is distributed around the Island
although the supply is focussed in the Medina Valley and in particular Newport.

There is a

particularly low supply of potential land within Ryde.
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8

CONCLUSIONS
Supply and Needs Balance

8.1

Section 6 and 7 outline the supply and need for employment land on the Island respectively. This
included setting out indicative breakdown for each location.

8.2

Drawing this together we identified an overall net supply of 61.2 ha of employment land on the
Island. This included the committed supply (at the reviewed sites), existing allocations, those sites
we have recommended for allocation and intensification opportunities at existing employment sites.

8.3

It should however be noted that the sites we have recommended for allocation are only seen as that.
The actual allocation of these sites will be made by the Isle of Wight Council, these will reflect the
most suitable sites for development taking into consideration among other things market demand,
sustainability, infrastructure etc.

It should be stressed that we have not undertaken any form of

impact assessment on these sites and as such it may transpire that they are unsuitable.
8.4

Our needs analysis identified a need for between 6.3 ha up to 31.6 ha of employment land on
the Island for the period 2011-2036. And for the shorter 2012-2027 period a need for between
5.0 ha up to 25.3 ha of employment land. This included an allowance for churn but also for
additional supply to meet specific market demand.

8.5

We can therefore assume that the identified need can be accommodated in the identified supply.
By planning for and delivering extra floorspace this would allow for choice in the market where it is
needed most (Newport) and allow a greater spread of supply than currently present. That would
include encouraging those gaps in the market identified in this report.

8.6

However there is a slight misalignment of the location of demand and the identified supply. There
is an apparent future oversupply in Newport, while an undersupply in Ryde. However, local agents
suggest that commonly where property does not exist in the desired area on the island business
owners regularly shift their intentions to another area. My providing more employment in Newport
we are also meeting the greatest level of demand as established by local agents.

8.7

Such is the connectivity between Newport and the other main settlements of the Island it is
reasonable to suggest that the town could also help meet the needs of those areas. At present it
already does so as shown by the commuting flows and level of employment. This approach would
build on the settlements existing role. There is also opportunity for some additional supply in Ryde
as part of wider mixed use development in the town.

8.8

Although we have identified the most suitable sites the demand for employment floorspace could be
met in a number of other ways including the delivery of employment land on redundant or under
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used sites when redeveloped. The Council should take a flexible approach to delivering this need
on such sites.
8.9

Our calculations also include provision for much of the demand for B8 stock to be met through the
reuse of redundant B2 premises and land. Furthermore the B8 demand we have identified are
likely to be small scale linked to sectors such as local manufacturing. It should not be considered
that this B8 demand would be for inappropriate larger warehousing units and significant traffic
generators. This reflects the islands lack of connectivity to the wider markets.

8.10

Change of use from B2 to B8 is a permitted development for up to 500 sq m. The Council should
have a flexible approach to larger conversion but ensuring that there is no undue impact on the
surrounding areas in relation to traffic, noise, pollution landscape etc.

8.11

Additional Office floorspace should be focused towards sustainable locations offering good access.
Historically most office accommodation has not been in town centre and this is likely to continue. It
therefore may require some upgrades to local road network to ensure a sufficient supply can be
accessed from all parts of the island without increasing congestion.

8.12

The Council should particularly encourage schemes that will delivery space for small enterprises.
This is particularly relevant to office and smaller industrial premises of up to 1,000 sq ft (93 sq m).
This reflects the focus of take up being from small enterprises. There is also a specific need for
better quality, low cost office accommodation on the Island which should be encouraged or provided.
Management Policies

8.13

Policies should support the investment in existing sites, including the redevelopment, refurbishment
and upgrading of dated employment floorspace and environmental improvements. We consider that
policies should encourage more efficient use of land and premises in line with sustainable
development principles, so long as employment uses do not result in additional and unacceptable
noise, traffic or pollution impacts or harm to surrounding activities.

8.14

The Council might wish to consider identifying good quality primary employment sites in which there
is a general presumption for the retention and protection of existing employment use. We have
identified those in section 5 where such a response would be appropriate.

8.15

On other employment sites we would expect policy to protect the existing employment use unless
the site or premises can be demonstrated to be redundant and incapable of meeting the needs of
modern employment uses (B1-B8). This might include circumstances where proposals:
• Make more efficient and effective use of the site/premises delivery new employment floorspace
but potential some wider uses to ‘enable’ delivery of employment uses where viability is
challenging;
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• Deliver significant environmental improvements in terms of the public realm and landscaping of
existing employment sites;
• Improve the quality of the employment offer in terms of the type of employment (such as higher
value-added activities) and number or density of jobs.
8.16

Where a loss of employment is envisaged the Council should consider requiring applicants to
demonstrate redundancy of existing floorspace and that redevelopment for employment uses is not
feasible, with regard to: the location and accessibility of the site; site layout; quality of buildings; and
adjacent uses. Applications should demonstrate that the site has been vacant or existing floorspace
for some time, and that it has been actively marketed for employment use as a realistic cost, in
most circumstances for a minimum of two years.

8.17

Where significant loss of employment floorspace (2,000+ sq m) is proposed, applications should be
accompanied by evidence that the loss of employment floorspace will not result in an undersupply
of employment floorspace in the local area. This is particularly important in those locations which
serve the rural market, such as Freshwater.
Monitoring

8.18

This work is being prepared at a time when the macro economy seems to be recovery from the
earlier recession. It is therefore extremely important that monitoring of employment land delivery
and demand is ongoing.

8.19

At present the Council’s monitoring system is limited although it appears to provide more detailed
data in the last four years. This should be continued and expanded to identify gross and net loss of
employment floorspace across the Island.

8.20

Monitoring should also be expanded beyond just approvals and completions should be monitored
also.

This would allow for further forecasts to be derived using changing floorspace for each

commercial property type.
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